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Somalia Build-up
troops
more
send
to
Clinton
)3
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton has decided against
pulling U.S. troops out of Somalia immediately and settled on a
plan that will send 1,500 to 2,000
more soldiers there quickly, followed full withdrawal within six
months, administration officials
said today.
The initial show of force
would be an effort by Clinton to
protect U.S. troops in Somalia —
once numbering 28,000 but now
down to 4,700 — and to try to
win the release of captured
Americans.
Clinton was to spell out his
decision today, first in a morning
meeting with Democratic and
Republican congressional leaders
and then later in the day, perhaps
in a formal address to the nation.
Just hours before the meeting
with congressional leaders, there
was fresh word from Somalia
today that another U.S. serviceman was killed in an overnight
mortar attack on the Mogadishu
airport that also injured 12

others. Twelve U.S. soldiers were Aidid in the middle of an urban
killed during the attack and a area that is his territory, then
13th died after surgery in were are simply playing into his
Germany.
hands, making him a hero......
A White House official, speakU.S. Army Maj. David Stocking on condition of anonymity. well, chief spokesman for the
said today that Clinton's military U.N. mission in 'Somalia, told
advisers would prefer to hold off The Washinton Times in an intertotal withdrawal of U.S. troops view published today that U.S.
until March 31, but some con- forces had ,switched from peacegressional opponents are clamor- keeping to a "fugitive hunt" for
ing for a Jan. 1 deadline. "It's Somali warlords. "We has., this
still a moving deadline, but it fugutive hunt — this is not a milwill fall somewhere between itary operation," Stockwell said.
"So the military winds up takJanuary and April," the aide
casualties and looking inept.
ing
said.
Asked if that timetable would If there is a problem, maybe it is
meet with congressional approv- a problem with the mission,"
al, Sen. Sam Nunn said today: Stockwell was quoted as saying.
White HOuse spokeswoman
"We ought to be measuring this
in period of weeks or a couple of Dee Dec Myers said today the
months, not in a period of a long, reports of a six-month timetable
were "roughlv" correct, but she
prolonged stay."
Nunn, chairman of the Senate said she wanted the president to
make the announcement. "We
Armed Services Committee, said
have a congressional meeting
still
of
that
approved
he
on NBC
to get through," she said.
sending in additional troops and
"He's going to have some•spearmor to protect American forces,
"but if this is an effort to con- cific announcements about steps
he's going to take.'• Myers said.
tinue the tactics and strategy of
capturing (Mohamed Farrah) II See Page 2

QUEEN CANDIDATES

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & T,mes photo

Murray High School Homecoming Queen candidates are: (front row from left) Alone Crider and Maggie
Snyder, (back row from left) Melody Stambaugh, Jennie Bell and Courtney Adams. The queen will be
crowned prior to the Tiger's homecoming game against Fulton City Friday night.

New coordinator works out kinks in 911
By AMY WILSON
Statf Writer
After a little more than a week
on the job, new 911 coordinator
Ed Pavlick is making some
changes and setting goals.
"What I am doing is working
with the list of road names, making some changes that I think will
be more acceptable to the publ-

,
he slid.
Pavlick emphasized that if residents are displeased with the
names assigned to the roads, they
should talk with him about it.
"We do have to remember that
everything we are doing is to
save lives and property." he said.
Pavlick met with Hazel Mayor
Bill Hudson and discussed the

KERA mandate
comes to MHS
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Parents have an opportunity to
get in on the ground floor of sitebased decision making at Murray
High School.
Parents can vote Tuesday from
to 5 to 8 p.m. at the MHS library
to elect two council members, as
Murray High begins operating
under the governance of a sitebased council.
School-based decision making
was one of the key components
of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act (KERA) of 1990.
Murray High is the second of
three schools in the Murray Independent School System that will
operate under a site-based council. Murray Middle School has
operated with a site-based council
for two years, while Robertson
Elementary School will have to
have a site-based council in place
by the 1995-96 school year.
Under the law, the council is
made up of three teachers and
two parents. The council is to
adopt policies relating to instructional materials, student support
services, personnel assignments,
curriculum, extracurricular programs, and other aspects of school
management. The principal
serves as an administrator of the
school.
Any parent of a Murray High
student can vote for the two spots
on the council, according to Vicki Jones, co-president of the Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Organization.

77

road flames
"I - told him the road names
would not be changed because
Hazel has a separate 7ip code
from Murray," Pavlick said. "In
an emergency situation, the city
will come up right after the street
name."
The same principle applies to
Dexter because it also has a sepaH3/CI

rate zip code
"Eserything is great ssith
Hazel." Paslick said. "We're
going to use the numbers'that the
residents already have on their
houses."
A rift had developed with the
CH% 3 fnw rionths ago when the
former 911 coordinator. Charles
Cooper, had said the Hazel road

• See Page 2

paperwork and the niaterials 1
id.
t)
pavticP:vplilcakns sat
need,"
have a completed list of road names to show
to the magistrates at the next fiscal court meeting. After approval
is given, the list will be sent to
the post office for its approval.
"It should take only about a
MI See Page 2

Collins under
fil cross-examination

FUTURE FIREFIGHTER?

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

For a complete
list of candidates,
turn to Page 2.
"These people have a lot of say
so and control," Jones said. "This
is very important."
Teachers will elect their three
members ,on Friday. Two-thirds
of Murray High teachers had to
approve the move to site-based
decision making, and in a vote
earlier this year, the faculty at
Murray High voted unanimously
to move to site-based.
"We've had a very involved
staff here, and it just seemed like
the next step," Murray High principal Bill Wells said. "And we've
always had a great group of
parents. We've always had sitebased, but it's just been
unofficial."
MHS faculty will chose three
members from four nominees,
including Mark Etherton, Martha
Crawford, Jeri Johnson and Marilyn Barksdale.
Murray superintendent W.A.
Franklin said site-based decision
making has worked successfully
at Murray Middle School.
"It's worked very well over
there," Franklin said. "We have
had an excellent group of council
members."
"I think it's been very effective," said Pat Seiber, principal at
Murray Middle School. "All of
the stakeholders have some say in

.
N

names would -have to be changed
because the city of Murray
already had claims to numbered
streets.
Cooper's contract was terminated Sept. 28 by the Calloway
County Fiscal Court and Pavlick
was hired
"Charles has been very
cooperative in giving me the

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
prosecutor today portrayed Bill
Collins as a small-town dentist
with only a modest income who
tried to profit from his wife's
•
success in politics.
It was the beginning of crossexamination _of the husband of
former Gov. Martha Layne ColIms as his extortion and tax trial
resumed in U.S. District Court.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jane
Graham produced income tax
returns for the Collinses, beginning in 1980.
Mrs. Collins, who was lieutenant governor at the time, made
S35,000 that year. Her husband's
income from a dental practice in
Versailles was $16,473.
He made a little more than
$18,000 the following year and
$13,000 in 1982, according to the

returns. Has dental income was
Just S1,275 in 1983 when he was
devoting all his time to his wife's
campaign for governor.
But shortly after her election, it
was announced Collins had been
appointed treasurer of the state
Democratic party and would be
paid 560,000 a year. The treasurer's job had previously been a
voluntary, unpaid position.—
Collins stepped aside two
months later amid a wave of criticism about the apparent
patronage.
When asked by Graham, Collins said S60,0(X) a year would
have been the biggest salary of
his life.
Testifying in his own defense
Wednesday, Collins denied he
used state contracts to profit himself while his wife was governor.
He denied he got envelopes
See Page 2

Morrison wins Nobel
_
STACEY CROO4(tedge & T,,ries photo

Murray firefighter David Hudspeth gives students at Murray Headstart a hand when they toured the city's newest fire truck. The students also got a tour of the downtown station. The Murray Fire
Department will be hosting tours and visiting schools in observance
of Fire Prevention Week.

By LAURINDA KEYS
Associated Press Writer
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
— American novelist and essayist Toni Morrison, cited .for writing prose "with the luster of
poetry," won the 1993 Nobel
Prize in literature today.
The Swedish Academy
awarded the prize to Morrison
"who, in novels, characterized by
visionary force and poetic import,

gives life to an essential aspect of
American reality."
She is the eighth woman to win
the prize, which has been
awarded since 1901. The last
woman winner was Nadine Gordimer of South Africa, in 1991.
The prize is worth the equivalent of $825,000.
She also won the 1988 Pulitzer
Prize for fiction, a year after pub-

See Page 2
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NOTICE
• Farmer's Home Administration
Office will be closed Monday, Oct. 11
because of Columbus Day.
•Open burning laws are in effect as
14 -0Cf. 1 and wiN continue through Dec.
/5. City and county residents are asked
not to bum outdoors, except between the
hours of 4 30 A m. and midnight. Violators are subject to a fine by The Kentucky
Dvision of Fores

EVENTS
•Murray State University Hornecorning events 011 begin tonight with the Hall
of Fame banquet in the Curris Center
ballroom at 6 p.m. and the third annual
Homecoming Bonfire at 6:30 p.m at the
intramural fields. Fnday's events include
athletic acfivities, as well as. several bangusts. For more information, call
762-2198.
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III New coordinator...
a.
0

•••

all the measuring for assignment
of house numbers completed by
April.
"In order for it to be a goal, it
must be attainable and reachable," Pavlick said. "I am still
evaluating the situation."

FROM PAGE 1
week to 1(Y days to get the list
back from the post office," Pavlick said. "The next step is to
start addressing."
As a county employee, Pavlick
has been issued a white road
department truck with a flashing
- light on it.
"I'm in the process now of getting the measuring device
installed in the vehicle," he said.
"I'd say I will be able to start
addressing by Nov. I."
Pavlick said he hopes to have

Pavlick said he plans to begin
the measuring process in the
western part of the county, which
is primarily in the fourth magisterial district.

have such density of population,"
he said.
When the addressing begins,
Pavlick said it would be helpful
if the residents would place a
hand-printed sign in the yard with
their name, address and phone
number on it if their mailbox is
pan of a group of boxes.

"I may use a second vehicle
and it is easier to get going and
sort out flaws where we don't

"That will cut down on the
number of houses where we have
to go door-to-door," Pavlick said.
Although he has established an
office at the Weaks Center, a
phone has not been installed yet.

alleged that Collins decided
which underwriters would be
selected to market state bond
issues.
Two firms — Donaldson Lufkin & Jenrette of New York and
Cranston Securities of Columbus,
Ohio — were picked for issues
totaling $1.7 billion. Executives
of the two firms invested $1.7
million in Collins' partnerships.
Prosecution evidence includes
records of several meetings
between Collins and the executives in New York, Kentucky and
Washington, D.C. Collins insisted
Wednesday they discussed partnership business only, not state

bond business.
Thompson, who became Collins' business partner after a year
as finance secretary, also testified
that Collins regularly went to
state Democratic headquarters to
pick up envelopes of cash. He
said it was kickbacks from engineers and architects the state
hired.
Collins said the money was
checks for Harvey Sloane and
Grady Stumbo, whom his wife
defeated in the 1983 primary and
whose campaign debts he helped
retire. He gave the money to
Sloane and to state Sen. Benny
Ray Bailey of Hindman, who ran

they would hold onto the captured U.S. pilot until the United
Nations frees more than two
dozen Aidid gunmen being held
in U.N. custody in Mogadishu.
U.N. spokesman Maj. David

Stockwell said three of the
wounded were in serious condition and were being flown out of
Somalia for treatment.

KERA

His home phone number is
753-2807.
Of the five counties that have
agreed to enter the 911 project
together with the Kentucky State
Police, Calloway County is the
second largest in terms of telephone service.
Graves County is the largest,
followed by Calloway, Ballard.
Fulton and Hickman counties.
"The only one you can really
compare us to is Graves because
of its size and number of residents," Pavlick said. "Graves is
to the addressing stage, but it is a
long way from being finished."
_

stuffed with kickback cash. He
said he never discussed state
bond business with the bond
underwriters who bought into his
thoroughbred-horse partnerships.
In wrapping up his case,
defense attorney Frank Haddad
asked Collins if he had received,
from a contractor or anyone else,
"any money for seeing they got
state business during Martha Layne's tenure as governor?"
"I did not," Collins replied.
The government's main witness, former finance secretary
Lester "Mac" Thompson,

•Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1
"He'll talk about the U.S. role
and how he sees that."
The Washington Post reported
today that Aidid's militia said

13-1-N-6•0
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Administr,ation sources said
Clinton will announce he's sending in between 1,500 and 2,000
combat troops and more heavy
weaponry to protect them. An
additional 650 troops and
armored vehicles are being flown
to Somalia this week.

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
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The absence of tanks and other
heavy equipment in Somalia has
been blamed for the inability to
U.S. forces to prevent Sunday's
heavy casualties in the Somali
capital of Mogadishu.
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Stockwell also said the Red
Cross has requested a visit with
the captured pilot and that he
expects the visit to occur within
two days, although no date has
been set.
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how the school is run — parents,
students, certified and classified
staff. These are the people who
are most affected by what happens at the school. It goes back to
the old saying that two heads are
better than one."
The only drawback Seiber has
seen so far is the amount of time
involved in setting up the
council.
"It's been very time-consuming
because we've been setting up,"
Seiber said. "I think each year it
is going to get easier."
Council members serve for a
year, and also take part in a training session to prepare them for
their duties. The council meets
once a month.
The faculty at Robertson
Elementary School has yet to
submit a petition to the pnncipal
for site-based decision ,making,
according to Franklin.
The elementary school has
been busy in the last year implementing a primary school program that is also required by
KERA.
"I think they've felt that
they've been involved with the
primary school program this year,
and I can't speak for them, but as
soon as they are comfortable with
the primary program, I think they
will go to site-based," Franklin
said.

•Morrison...

Collins said he never told his
wife that DU paid for the piano,
though he could not explain why
he had not. He said he was unaware she arranged to have it
moved to their new home in Lex.ington in 1987.
He learned "the first time I
went home and ... looked into the
living room; I saw the piano,"
Collins said.
Even then, he did not discuss
the piano with his wife until
"some months later" in 1988,
Collins said. On that occasion, "I
just knew the piano was there,
and it was my understanding it
was going to be moved to a university and it hadn't been done,"
he said.
Mrs. Collins gave the piano to
the University of Louisville in
September 1988.

FROM PAGE 1
lishing "Beloved," in which she
widened her themes of the black
world in life and legend, first
described in the 1978 "Song of
Solomon." Her latest novel is
"Jazz."
Morrison, 62, born as Chloe
Anthony Wofford. in, Lorain,Ohio, was the second of four
children in a black working-class
family.
She made her debut as a novelist in 1970, with "The bluest
eye," and soon gained attention
for her "epic power, unerring ear
for dialogue and richly expressive
depictions of black America,"
the academy said.
Morrison has also worked as
an editor for Random House publishing, as a critic, and a lecturer
specializing in African-American
literature. Since 1981, she has
been a member of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
In her latest novel, "Jazz,"
published in 1992, she "uses a

device which is akin to the way
jazz itself is played," the
academy said.
Morrison studied humanities at
Howard and Cornell Universities,
followed by an academic career
at Texas Southern University,
Howard and Yale.
Her one play, "Dreaming
Emmet," was performed in 1986,
but has not been published.
Her other novels include:
"Sula," 1973 and "Tar Baby.1981.
The Nobel Prize in literature
was been awarded since 1901
under the will of Swedish inventor Alfred Nobel. He also
endowed prizes for medicine,
chemistry and physics, to be
awarded next week in Stockholm;
and the Nobel Peace Prize, to be
awarded Oct. 15 in Oslo, Norway. The Bank of Sweden established the Nobel Memorial Prize
in Economic Science, to be
awarded Oct. 13.

Fall Spruce-Up Sale
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Stumbo's campaign. Collins said.
Collins also sought to explain
how the DU firm paid for a
$35,000 grand piano he gave
Mrs. Collins in December 1984
and why she took it with her
when she left office three years
later.
Collins said Thompson got
DU to pay the Lexington dealer
who had the piano custom made
in Germany. The firm had
already given $40,000 for Mrs.
Collins' campaign and
inauguration.
Collins said the piano was to
remain in the Executive Mansion,
and Thompson was supposed to
have it transferred to the SUM.
There was previous testimony, by
Jolene Grcenwell, a former state
curator, that the piano never
became state property.
The piano was presented to
Mrs. Collins at a reception in
December 1984. It was described
at the time as a Christmas gift
from her family and friends.

On Tuesday from 5 Nia..1h
p.m., parents of Morey
High students will vote for
parent representatives for dm,
school's site-based decision'
making council.
Voters must either be
parent, step-parent or guardien
of a Murray High School
student.
Nominees for the site-beeed
council at Murray High School
include Freddie Allgood.
Annette Haneline and Nancy
Trawick.
*Allgood is self-employed at
Allgood Serveying Services,
and also serves as county
surveyor. He has a masters
degree in education from Murray State University, and has
taught at MSU, and served as
a volunteer parent in the
industrial arts program at
MHS.
•Haneline is a registered nurse
at Hughes Medical Services.
She has served as an appointed
member of the Murray Independent School Board, and has
been an officer in the Mumy
High PTO and the MHS Band
Boosters.
•Trawick is a former secondary school teacher, with a
major in social studies. She is
currently a member of the curriculum committee at Murray
Middle School, and is
involved in PTO at both the
high school and the middle
school.

FROM PAGE 1
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Parents vote
on Tuesday
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Amtrak tragedy
MOBILE, Ala.(AP) — A towboat pilot says he saw an object
on his radar screen and assumed
it was a barge waiting out the
fog. Then he felt a thud. Next
came a "swoosh" as Amtrak's
Sunset Limited plunged off a
bridge.
The National Transportation
Safety Board on Wednesday
released Willie Odom's account
in a summary of its investigation
so far of the worst accident in
Amtrak's 23-year history.
Lawyers for Odom and other
members of the tugboat crew
gave a similar account at a news
conference on Friday.
The NTSB said it appears the
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IDAHO SPRINGS, Colo. (AP)
— A physician's assistant who
was pinned down by a boulder
freed himself by cutting off his
leg with a fishing knife, then
crawled out of the wilderness and
drove off in a truck to find help.

seconwith a
. She is
the curMurray
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)oth the
middle

William S. Jeracki, 38, of Conifer was in serious but stable condition Wednesday.
Jeracki was hiking earlier in
the day on St. Mary's Glacier in

•

towboat's barges hit the bridge, officials of CSX Transportation
weakening it moments before the
Inc , owner of the tracks and
train, racing along at 72 mph, bridge. Warren Carr, an assistant
plunged into Big Bayou Canot, terminal train master in Mobile,
killing 47 people.
was apparently the first to call for
Meanwhile, District Attorney
help, at 3:01 a.m. He mistakenly
Chris Galanos released recordtold a Mobile police dispatcher
ings of three 911 calls that reveal
the train derailed at 3 drawbridge
confusion about where the accimiles away.
dent occurred, a failure to grasp
The district attorney is looking
ILS scope, and frustration in the
into possible criminal charges in
voices of those trying to summon
the accident
The NTSB said electronic
help.
The last call, placed by an devices salvaged from the
unidentified Amtrak supervisor, Amtrak locomotives show the
ends with his telling the operator• Sunset Limited was traveling
"Ma'am, I have to go and assist about 72 mph across the bridge, a
preliminary finding that would
these folks."
put the train slightly over the 70
Two earlier calls were made by

the Rockies, searching for a good
fishing spot, when a rock the size
of a truck tire crashed down on
his lower left leg.

his pant leg back over the stump
to protect it, then crawled half a
mile to his truck. He drove
another half-mile to the Alice-St.
Mars's settlement, about 30 miles
west of Denver.
It Just defies the imagination." said paramedic Jack Russales', one of the first to help Jeracki "He was in very obvious
pain when I was with him."
Searchers found the leg, but
too much time had elapsed to
reatuch

When no one responded to his
calls for help, and with bad
weather looming, he cut through
the knee pint.
"He got to the point where he
was more concerned about has
life than about his limb," Dr.
David Cionni said.
Jeracki told rescuers he folded

Aidid's wife collects welfare, watches
CNN from Canadian mid-scale townhouse

the way
d," the

TORONTO (AP) — The wife
of Somali warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid collects welfare and
spends her days in a sparsely
furnished tpwnhouse, often
watching Cable News Network,
Canadian newstpaper said _ today:
Khadiga Gurhan, 35, the second wife of Aidid, has lived in a
middle-class townhouse in London. Ontario, with her four young
children for two months, the Toronto Sun said. She entered Canada as a refugee four years ago.
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mph limit.
Amtrak spokesman Clifford
Black said 72 mph was not the
NTSB's conclusive finding, but if
it was determined to he the speed
"it's so small an increment as to
be insignificant as to CaLISC and
severity of the accident."
According to the NTSB summary, the six -barge tow found
itself in fog, and Odom began
looking for a place to tie up until
the weather cleared
Deckhand Charles Taylor was
on the how looking for a safe
place to tie up, hut Odom called
him back because he couldn't see
him and feared for his safety.
On radar, Odom saw what he

thought was another barge tied up
in the fog. He said he felt a thud,
but he couldn't recall the time,
the NTSB said.
Odom said he soon heard a
"swoosh" from left to hght, then
saw fire in the bayou as locomotives hit the muddy bank and two
passenger cars sank in the water.
Towboat captain Andrew Stabler said he saw fire erupt, disconnected the towboat from the
barges and pushed them against
the shore, the NTSB said.
Stabler and his crew then
helped rescue 17 people who had
been on the train. Of 210 people
aboard the Sunset Limited, 163
survived.
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Her husband is on the run from
She married Aidid in 1984 and
U.N. forces in Somalia.
for the next four years they lived
On Wednesday, Gurhan, in India, where her husband was
dressed in Somali garb, was posted as his country's ambassasprawled on the couch of her dor. She left Somalia for Canada
home watching the latest deve.: because she feared for her and
lopments about her husband on-- her- flimily's siTetr
CNN. A Somali flag was draped
Gurhan collects welfare, offiacross a wall, decorated with pictures of her family and husband. cials said.
"I don't like to live on welA couch and television were the !are Its shameful,',Gurhan said.
But my hushanIt ha-s no inohey.
only furniture in the rugless
He's a rebel."
room.

Jeracki, who works at Swedish
Medical Center in Englewood,
told Russalesi he used a tourniquet to Slow the blood flow
before he cut ott his leg.
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July, a 37-year-old construcworker amputated his own
in a Pennsylvania forest to
himself from a fallen tree.

‘czt,

410
Shell

"I looked at the way he cut his
leg oft, it was ohs iously a surgical procedure, it wasn't Just hacking at it, and may he what contributed to saving his life," Russa-
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Party claims victory in Pakistani election
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ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
— In a surprising victory, Benazir Bhutto defeated her conservative opponent in national elections today to bring the prime
minister's post she lost three
years ago once again within her
grasp.
Wednesday's election marks an
impressive comeback by Ms.
Bhutto, the scion of a powerful
family who was educated at Harvard and Oxford. Now 40, she
remains the most charismatic figure in Pakistan, a Muslim nation
of 120 million people.
With results tallied in all but a
handful of the 217 election districts, state television showed Ms.
Bhutto's Pakistan People's Party
with an insurmountable lead of
83 seats to 69 for the Pakistan
Muslim League, led by millionaire industrialist Nawaz Sharif.
Smaller groups captured the
balance.
But Ms. Bhutto didn't come
close to mustering 109 seats, the
number needed for majority control in the National Assembly.
That means she must cobble
together a coalition with smaller
parties to return to power.
"We were expecting a much
larger margin than is present,"
Ms. Bhutto said in a brief victory
speech at her family home in the
southern town of Naudero.

CHERI THEATRES

If she assumes office, she'll
face daunting problems. The
country struggles with a shaky
economy and staggering social
problems that include crushing
poverty, 75 percent illiteracy and

In 1988, after the general's
death, Ms. Bhutto won elections
that restored democracy to Pakistan, becoming the first woman
head of a modern Muslim state.
But 20 months later, her government was dismissed on corruption charges.

drug trafficking.
Ms. Bhutto began her political
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career in her 20s, fighting from
prison in Pakistan and exile in
Britain against the country's military dictator, Gen. Mohammed
Zia ul-Haq, who ovenhrew her
father. Prime Minister Zulfikar
Ali Bhutto, in 1977. He was
hanged two years later on Zia's
orders.

"We are grateful to the nation
for the confidence they have in
the Pakistan People's Party,''
said Ms. Bhutto, who looked
exhausted after a long night in
which she had only a few hours
of sleep.
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FROM OUR READERS
Finally some good news for farmers

•••'

Dear Editor:
During a year of bad news for farmers, a recent announcement
from the White House brought a bit of good news confirming what
too few of us know — that American farmers and agriculture are
doing a lot of things right! Two agricultural scientists received our
nation's highest technology award, the 1993 National Medal of
Technology from President Clinton, for their work in the development of safer crop protection products.
Those close to the science of modern agriculture understand the
relationship of farmers as environmentalists. Farmers respect the
environment because they are totally dependent upon weather and
other uncontrollable conditions for their livelihood. This summer's
flooding in the Midwest and drought in the Southeast made that
fact clear to all of us.
It is critical to the continued viability of modern farming that we
protect, rather than harm, our precious natural resources. Today's
farmer is undoubtedly well informed and highly educated about
how to preserve nature while efficiently producing the food and
fiber we all need. Farmers see themselves in a stewardship role and
take that responsibility seriously.
Today's farmers are employing new techniques designed to significantly reduce erosion and preserve precious topsoil. They are
using new, environmentally acceptable products and methods for
controlling yield-robbing weeds and insects. And, farmers are at the
forefront of utilizing technology to best manage all aspects of food
production.
Significant scientific advancements have helped shape this success. This is why we, as leading agricultural organizations, feel it is
significant to call attention to the Clinton administration's recognition of ..but one 'key example of-,,this technological 'progress,
Created by Congress, the National 'Medal of Technology recognizes extraordinary accomplishments in technological innovation
and commercialization. It is the nation's highest honor in this
regard, awarded annually by the President of the United States, and
is considered to be the American version of the Nobel Prize.
Among the_individualsecipients this year are two scientists who,
independently, have helped create and commercialize, in the words
of the presenters of the award,"environmentally friendly herbicides
to help insure an abundant food supply for a growing world population." The honorees are Dr. Marinus Los of American Cyanamid
Company and Dr. George Levitt of Du Pont Company.
American farmers have made much progress in terms of environmental responsibility — and more progress will be made in the
future. On behalf of our respective organizations, we salute the
contributions made by Dr. Los and Dr. Levitt, as well as the untold
number of individuals at Cyanamid and Du Pont, who collectively
are helping American farmers in their ongoing quest to feed and
clothe the world in harmony with nature.
Dean Kleckner, president
American Farm Bureau Fed.
Pete Wenstrand, president
National Corn Growers Assn.

Larry Diedrich, president
American Soybean Assn.
Jimmy Sandford, president
The Cotton Foundation

Jeff Lundberg, president
National Assn. of Wheat Growers

Animal shelter deserves support
Dear Editor:
I went to the animal shelter on Thursday, Sept. 30, as I saw a
dog in the paper that I wanted to adopt. As I was walking through
the kennels looking at the various dogs, my heart was deeply
troubled and I knew without a doubt the good Lord's heart was
breaking also at our poor performance in our stewardship of His
creatures.
These poor animals did everything possible to let you know they
are loving and faithful. If you could have seen their eyes light up,
their little tails wag and, yes, their bodies wiggle trying their best
to win a home. It seems they're in competition with each other,
hoping for the best.
I had to wait until Saturday to get the dog, as my wife had to see
the dog also and sign. So that was Friday. Then there was a
24-hour waiting period. I have heard people complain on this. I
agree with the animal shelter. They are doing their part in the stewardship of these animals. They have to guarantee a decent home
for the animals.
Do you realize just what would happen if the animal shelter just
handed out dogs to anyone? Have you ever seen a poor animal
chained up, unable to get to shade in the summer or shelter in the
rain, unable to get to food (if there is any) and no water? Do you
realize how many dogs would go to animal research, or people
using them as training dogs for dog fights or any of the other ways
humans enjoy inflicting pain and misery on these creatures?
It's about time people wake up and accept that God put us as
stewards over these creatures and He is going to hold us responsible, believe it or not. If you possibly can, give an animal a good
home. If you can't, then get behind the shelter financially and support it. We just can't sit back and claim to be Christian. Godfearing people and not obey His commands.
Come on, people, rally behind the animal shelter. They are doing
a fantastic job, but they are also doing OUR job.
P.S. I now have three dogs, and the love and companionship they
give me — there is no way to describe it.
Gordon Bearsby
HCR 75. Box 321. New Concord 42076

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARWW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Wallington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

A personal perspective of war
Monday's headline: Three
American soldiers killed in
Somalia screamed off the page.
I turned to assistant general
manager Dwain McIntosh to vent
frustration.
"Why are we over there? They
call it a peacekeeping force but
are we achieving that?" I said in
disgust. "We should pull out of
there."
Dwain was more hawkish than
I. He was advocating a wipeout
operation that would leave generations asking, "Somalia? Where
was that?"
I pointed out that many Americans advocated that same position
against Iran.
Little did we know that the
headlines weren't going to get
any better.
By Tuesday morning, more
undetern
Amerc
T ans had been killed and an
ined number had been
taken ,hostage.
()nye again I began to rant and
rave. Now I was the hawk. "We
should go over there in full
force," I proclaimed.
And then a fear gripped me.
President Clinton was sending
more troops, some from Ft. Benning, Ga.
Fort Benning. My brother Jimmy is stationed at Ft. Benning.
Jimmy...
Jimmy surprised us all when he
joined ROTC at the University of
Kentucky. He originally planned

to receive military police training
which he thought would help him
in his career as a state police
trooper.
The guy with the great wardrobe traded all his stylish sweaters for olive green fatigues and a
buzz top haircut.
Yeah right, this military career
will end as soon as he opens his
C rations. He won't even eat
green peas.
But instead of being repulsed,
he fell in love. Talk of being a
state trooper was replaced with
talk of being a full-time soldier.
For him, it is a job. I've never
visited him on a base so his military life is something I've only
caught occasional .glimpses of.
There was his wedding where
the steel of swords caught the
light of the candles. The dress
uniforms of the U.S. Army
heightened the romance of the
event.
There are the photographs of
him in his uniform and a videotape of military maneuvers.

When the U.S. invaded Panama
to oust Manuel Noregia, I was
gripped with fear.
War and rumors of war have
always frightened me. I am a
child of the late 20th century
where images of Vietnam dance
on the fringes of my nightmares.
No other word defines War any
better to me than uncertainty.
Even though Jimmy was stationed in Georgia where most of
the troops were from, he didn't
go to Panama.
Then he was sent to Berlin,
Germany. He and his wife arrived
a month before the Berlin Wall
was knocked down in a swift
kick of change.
It was an historic time but I
was worried. What if a communist regime was not ready to give
up all those Eastern bloc countries that were tumbling over and
over themselves.
There was my brother, sitting
in the heart of Germany. But war
did not break out there.
It started thousands of miles

away in the Middle East. Once
again rm fear returned.
This time I wanted to make
sense of the fighting. I wanted a
reason. I was against American
involvement in Saudi Arabia but
I also knew the importance of
supporting our troops.
I needed a reason. If Jimmy
was sent and died there, I knew
that I would need a reason to
wrap around me like a worn
blanket.
A reason could tuck the pain
away.
It had to be something big like
defending his country. That, I
thought, I could live with.
Despite my mental preparation,
Jimmy didn't go to Desert Storm
even though he wanted to.
A year ago, he returned to he
U.S. and was stationed at Ft.
Benning.
Again, I find myself agonizing
about his safety.
But to Jimmy, it is a job.
It is a job that carries such
baggage as high moral and patriotic virtues. But still it is a job.
He has a boss he doesn't like
and some mundane tasks to
perform.
I know he loves it. I know if
he didn't, he wouldn't stay
because it is the hardest job I
know of.
It is the hardest, most glorious,
scariest and most important.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 4, Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mall onfree trade:
Free trade creates more jobs than it costs. Sure, American wages are
five times those of Mexico's on average. But American productivity is
also five times that of Mexico, offsetting any labor advantages.
Getting rid of U.S. tariffs that average 4 percent in exchange for
Mexican tariffs that average 11 percent is a pretty good deal for
everyone.
Make no mistake. Mexicans want U.S. goods. Wal-Mart just opened
its largest store in the world — a 244,000-square-foot monster — in
Mexico City. ...
If Mexico City is good enough for the world's largest retailer, Mexico should be good enough for ... Congress.
Mexico is in the midst of an economic turnaround, as it replaces
socialism with free enterprise. Mexico has opened its economy to
foreign trade and investment, has slashed government subsidies, and is
selling off state-owned enterprises.
Americans may want to try this, because the results in Mexico have
been stunning. The Mexican economy is bubbling. Inflation fell from
159 percent in 1987 to just under 12 percent last year.
Oct. 4, The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss., on a congressional gag rule:
For six decades, congressmen have been allowed to block legislation they publicly supported by using a parliamentary ruse called the
"discharge petition."
Under that policy, when legislation became bottled up in a committee, it could only be dislodged by a discharge petition — and, then,
only until a majority was reached.
But the list of signers was kept secret. ...
Well, last summer, Rep. James M. Inhofe, R-Okla., decided that the
hypocrisy had to stop. It was time to let a little "sunshine" in, so
voters could know how their representatives truly stood on the issues.

Inhofe called the secrecy provision "a corrupt rule. It is a rule of
fraud. It is a rule of hypocrisy," he said, because lawmakers can publicly co-sponsor a bill but secretly refuse to, sign a petition to dislodge
it from committee.
Needless to say, the powers that be didn't want to see this useful
little device be done away with, so they did as they always did before
and ignored the call for change.
That's when Inhofe hit the airwaves, appearing on dozens of talk
radio shows. The message was picked up by the Ross Perot organization. Before long, it landed in an editorial in the Wall Street Journal.
Suddenly, people were talking about the "discharge petition."
Suddenly, also, congressmen were running for cover.
It all came to a head (recently) when the House voted 384-40 to
publicly identify signers of discharge petitions — thus, loosening control of Democratic leaders over -what bills are allowed to come to a
vote.

Oct. 4, The Plain Dealer. Cleveland, on health care:
The Clinton administration has declared something too expensive to
include in its health care plan.
It would have been a heartening indication that someone was paying realistic attention to costs if the Clinton team simply announced
that the plan would cover a lot of things, but not long-term therapy for
congenital disabilities.
Unfortunately, though, the administration didn't volunteer the information. Instead, Clinton health care policy adviser Ira Magaziner
admitted to the gap during a phone-in news conference in response to
a pointed question.
Is that the only gap in a health plan sold up until now as a comprehensive, cradle-to-grave coverage that's as good as or better than
the kind of plan enjoyed by the typical worker at a Fortune 500 company? Or is it just the only gap someone has asked about specifically?

The sexual counter-revolution
Adults seem to
HOUSTON
have thrown in the towel on teen
sex. They don't think they can
compete with Madonna, who has
opened a new show in London that
is full of predictably high levels of
sex. They think they are no match
for Janet Jackson, whose latest
album, says Rolling Stone magazine, is preoccupied with carnal
knowledge.
In response to such shots to the
groin area, the government gives us
the new surgeon general, Dr.
Joycelyn Elders, whose plan is to
toss condoms to schoolchildren.
Madonna, who entertainer Steve
Allen writes has "scrawled graffiti
on the national dialogue," and Janet
Jackson, whose preoccupation with
sex suggests she was deprived of
healthy affection as a child, seem to
be role models many American
teens turn to for guidance and
inspiration.
Or are they?
Something is stirring in the land
among young people. It may be
described as a sexual counterrevolution. It is a growing belief
among teens that they have been
exploited by adults who treat youthful sexuality as a commodity to be
merchandised for profit.
The Southern Baptist Convention, the nation's largest Protestant
denomination, has created a campaign called "True Love Wait-c" in
which teen-agers pledge in front of
their parents and each other to
remain chaste until marriage, signing a card that they carry with them.

Those who have already had a
sexual experience can take the
pledge and remain pure from now
on.
Since the program began at the
start of summer, other denominations have joined. Some church
leaders were skeptical that teens
would make such a pledge and sign
the card, but the responses have
been encouraging so far.
Fifteen-year-old Adam Allen of
Houston's First Baptist Church expressed the view of many teens who
have signed up: "Kids are taught
they're just animals and they're
going to have sex — just use a

condom. I'm willing to stand by
God."
Churches throughout the country
are repotting not a trickle but a flood
of young people eager to take the
simple pledge, which says, "Believing that true love waits, I make a
commitment to God, myself, my
family,those I date, my future mate,
and my future children to be sexually pure until the day I enter a
covenant marriage relationship."
Some churches say it is not
unusual for anywhere between 100
and 300 teen-agers to sign the
pledge. At a summer camp in
Oklahoma, more than 13, 500 teens
committed to the program. One of

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewriuen and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

them was Traci Boiler, a freshman
this fall at Oklahoma State University, who says she does not have a
boyfriend, but she has already
written a seated letter to her future
husband telling him she loves him
enough to wait.
Some teens say that in a youth
culture that wants to be different,
remaining a virgin is now regarded
among many as "awesome." Sixteen-year-old Jennifer Sleep of
Houston comments, "It gives you a
good reputation."
Eighteen-year-old Rick Bechent
of Houston says he used to come to
school on Monday morning and
brag about his weekend sexual
exploits. "Since Iaccepted Christ as
my savior," he says,"I happily took
the pledge. Sex is something God
made to say'! love you.' If you have
sex with everybody, you can't say
I've saved this one thing to say 'I
love you.' "
Too many adults, especially those in positions of leadership, have
given up on teen-agers and resigned
them to addicton to their glands.
Organizers of the "True Love
Waits" campaign hope to display
500,000 pledge cards next July 29 at
a celebration in Washington, D.C.
These are names that could be
fanned into bonfires in which virginity and purity would become the
"in" thing and the Madonnas and
Janet Jackson s of the culture would
quickly fade into oblivion. Such a
movement would give an entirely
new and different meaning to "Like
a Virgin."
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ARTS
Broadway hit will be
performed in Murray

Local pianists to compete at U of L
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KRISTEN FARMER
Nathan Hughes, an eight grader at Murray Middle School and
the son of Drs. Joyce and Robert
Hughcs, will compete in the Music Teachers National Association
(MTNA)-Baldwin Junior_ High
contest. He was the 1992 Kentucky winner is this division. He
will perform works by" Bad',
Haydn,' Chopin and Baikok.

Murray Civic Music Association presents "Bhgadoon," one of
the classics of the American musical stage, on Oct. 10 at 3 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium on Murray
State University's campus.

MELODY PARKER
Festival held at Murray State
University. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Dick of
Benton.
Farmer, Hughes, Parker and
Dick are all students of Dorthoy
Mason.
Sarah and Sabrina Kneebone,
daughters of Phil and Kristic
Kneebone of Murray, will also be
participating in the KMTA
competition.
Sarah, a junior at Murray High
School, will be entering in the
solo competitionn. Sabrina, a
sophomore at Murray High
School, will compete in the piano
ensemble category.
Both earned eligibility by scoring a superior rating in their
respective categories in the 1993
Spring KMTA Festival. They arc
the students of Eleanor Brown of
Murray.
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SARAH KNEEBONE
\
Michael Swain, son of Tim
\ and Beverly Swain, will compete
-M the elementary auditions. He is
a fourth grader at Murray Transition School and is the student of
Carole Thompson. He will perNATHAN HUGHES
form works by Bach, Beethoven
Melody Parker, a junior at and Basticn.
Calloway County High School,
has been accepted in the MTNAYamaha High School competition. The daughter of Janie and
Sam Parker, she will perform
music by Bach, Chopin, Ravel
and Hindemith in addition to a
Mozart concerto, which is
required by the national association. Parker was the 1992 winner
of the Kentucky High school
Piano event at the KMTA.
Robyn Dick, a sophomore at
Marshall County High School,
will appear in the KMTA-High
School competition that is open
to those who received a superior
rating in the 1993 Spring KMTA
MICHAEL SWAIN

'Weavers of the Southern
Highlands' will be in area
"Weavers of the Southern Highlands: Berea' will be presented in
three day -k)ng residencies in the
area. A continuous program will
occur throughout the day, during
which a slide/tape presentation will
be shown every hour and a free
pamphlet will hc distributed. Discussions will he held on the following topics: the craft revival in the
southern Appalachian Mountains,
the mountain settlement school
movement, and the role of women
as organiiers and workers in the
reintroduction of weaving. to the
Berea arca.A tlisplay Of utilitarnuf weaving
done by .crift chrnieratifes--;Und
books'about crafts and the moun-'
• tains will accompany the program.
Philis Alvic will demonstrate weaving and explain how pauerns arc
achieved in the work.
The flexible shcedule of the programs will allow people come at a
tme convenient-to them. On Oct. 14
the program will be at the Calloway
County Public Library, between 11
a.m. and 5 p.m. On both Oct. 9 and
the 16th, the program will be presented at the Golden Pond Visitors
Center in Land Between The Lakes,
continuously between 10:30 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m.
Thc Kentucky Humanities Council and the National Endowment for
the Humanities funded in part the
research at Berea and the development and presentation of these programs.
Before the turn of the century

Berea College began encouraging
women to weave to help pay for
their children to go to school. In
1911, Swedish-horn Anna Ernberg
was hired to run the program.
During the 25 years she was director
of the Fireside Industries, the weaving program expanded to include
hundreds of students each year and
to involve over 150 households in
the region of Berea. Also at Berea
College "The Mountain Weaver
Boys- was developed for males as
another of the required student work _
experiences that cover tuition and
provide money for other expenses.
Two other major weaving busitresSes not'associated'`With the
college also grew up in'Berea during
the early part of the century The
Matheny Weavers and Churchill
Weavers.
Phil's Alvic,of Murray,spent the
Spring of 1993 in Berea conducting
research for this project and the
summer developing the program
maten41s. She will demonstrate
weavirip and lead the discussions.
A graduate of the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago, she has
exhibited her personal woven textiles in galleries throughout the
country and writes about art and
weaving for several national publications. This program is the latest in
a series of research projects that she
has conducted on the weaving of the
craft revival over the last five years.
She is currently writing a book
"Weavers of the Southern Mountains" that will be published by the
University of Kentucky Press.

ARTS

NEWS
Arts, crafts show to be held in Paducah
The Paducah Arts and Crafts Show will he held Oct. 21-24 at
Kentucky Oaks Mall. Spaces are still available for the regional
show of handcrafted items. For more information call 443-4463 or
554-4145 (evenings and weekends only).

T/119 •11111
.
.

Oct. 7-9
Theatre Production —
"Uncommon Women,"
admission charged. Begins at
8 p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Oct. 8-10; 15-17
Theatre Production — "Of
Mice and Men," admission
charged. Begins Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m.; Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the Playhouse in
the Park.
Oct. 10
Concert — "Brigadoon,"
begins at 3 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Admission with
Murray Civic Music Association membership or MSU
student ID or at the door.
Oct. 11
Writers Meeting — West
Kentucky Playwrights Support Group, free at 7 p.m. at
the Playhouse.
Through Oct. 15
Art Exhibit — Eve Adams
Bernard, free at the Calloway
County Public Library.
through Oct. 30
Ceramics Exhibit — Martha
Lane Armstrong features
Halloween and Thanksgiving
articles, free at the Calloway
County Public Library.

-4..I ...A

with his beloved lassie.
Admission to the performance
is by MCMA membership. Free
admission is offered to MSU students with the proper identification. Individual tickets and season memberships are available at
the door.
• • • •
President Bill Clinton and
Kentucky Governor Brereton
Jones have declared October as
National/State Arts and Humanities Month.
The MCMA and other organitations who are supported in part
by state funds are celebrating this
proclamation.
This season is funded in part
by 3 grant from the Kentucky
Arts Council, a state agency. For
further information about the
MCMA season, call 753-3257 or

The Yankee hero falls in love
with the village beauty, leaves
her, hut returns knowing he is to 762-4516.

The Arts& Humanities.
.1.here's something in it for you.
PENNY PUMPKIN PATCH

(

Just Off Airport Rd. 3.5 Mlles From Town
'Indian Corn
'Gourds

PICK

YOUR OWN IF DESIRED

Owners Ellen Rob & Hunter angles

.

'Straw
-Corn Shocks

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab.
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates,References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
1,/3 CAR (12x20)
$3,725 2'/1 CAR (24x24)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

$4,925
$4,425 LARGE 2',2 CAR (24x30) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
hwy. 121 North • 759-1864

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Shrimp Special

$3.7
12 oz. Pork Chop
1 HUGE CHOP
Too Said.
Chace of Potato
Teus Toast

Friday & Saturday
6 raiz. Sirloin Tips

with Mushroom firirvey or Green
Peppers 6 Onions
Toss Salad
Choice or Potato
Toast

$4•95

TeXlig

$4.95

Saturday & Sunday
Country Ilam

$3.1.5

Breakfast
1.SYANV31:18 - HOIMONVS - 0-8-LIVEI - 0003113S - HO'
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This picture of Anne Embers' with students at Berea College's Fireside
Industry Is one of the historic photographs that will be a part of the
program "Weavers of the Southern Highlands: Berea" that will be
presented by Phiiis Alvic.

This elegantly staged new
national touring edition of "Brigadoon" Offers Broadway quality
production standards, a New
York cast, orchestia, spectacular
sets and costumes and a complete
state-of-the-art sound system.
"Brigadoon" is a charming
fable of two Americans — who
in their wanderings about the
Scottish heather — literally
stumble upon the village of Brigadoon. a place that awakens for
only one day every hundred
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Local pianists will compete
and audition at the annual state
convention of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association Oct. 9-12
at the University of Louisville.
Kristen Farmer will participate in the elementary keyboard
auditions, which are being held
for the first time. The daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Steve Farmer, she
qualified for the auditions by
recommendation from her judge
when she performed solos at the
Murray Music Teachers Spring
Student Workshop. Farmer is a
sixth grader at Calloway Middle
School. She will perform three
solo pieces by Scarlaui, Kuhlua
and Dello Job.

Even, thorough Cooking
TURNTABLE MICROWAVE OVEN
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Save Counterspace'
SPACEMAKER

MICROWAVE OVEN
•800 Watts Ar.. h oven cavity

•f Irctionir touch controls
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SPACEMAKER II
MICROWAVE OVEN
• 750 watts. I 0 cii It (er, rum/
•Electronic touch cortrola
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TODAY
Village Craftsmen's Guild to
sponsor Crafts in the Village
"Crafts in the Village," annual
pried arts and show, will be
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 9 and
10, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the
hill overlooking Kentucky Lake
at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park, Gilberuville.
This is the 17th consecutive
year that the Village Craftsmen's
Guild has invited craftspersons
from Kentucky and surrounding
states to show and sell their variety of handcrafted wares.
Some of the items exhibited
will include handcrafted quilts,
jewelry, pottery, ceramics, dried
and silk flower arrangements,
baskets, clothing, wooden toys

We are pleased to announce that Lisa Irvan,
bride-elect of Curtis R.
Yearry, has made her
domestic and household
selections through our
bridal registry.
Lisa and Curtis will
be married October 23,
1993.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

JO'S DATEBOOK
n
i

and other items, dried flowers,
cornshuck dolls, sewing, tole
painting, herbal items, Santa
Clauses, stained glass, leather
works and much more.
Boys Scouts will provide parking and a food concession. There
is ample parking and admission is
free.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Alumni given reduced price
Playhouse in the Park will honor the Murray State University
Alumni by allowing them to attend the production "Of Mice and
Men" at the student admission price of 54 per person. Productions
will be at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m. Tim
Burruss, director, said all that was necessary was to tell the admissions booth they were alumni of Murray State,

Trigg County
Ham Festival
this weekend
Plans have been finalized for
the 17th annual Trigg County
Country Ham Festival. The threeday event, Oct. 8 to 10, is
expected to draw 25,000 visitors
to Cadiz.
This year's festival will feature
a full schedule of events on Fnday, Saturday and Sunday. More
than 70 booths of arts, crafts and
food will be set up as well as
contests, games and musical
entertainment throughout the city.
Annual events include the
horse and mule pulling contest,
canoe race, hot air balloon rides
and the baking of the world's
largest ham and biscuit sandwich.
Also the second annual old
fashion fiddler's contest will be
Saturday, Oct. 9, and a juried
craft show will be Saturday and
Sunday. Oct. 9 and 10.
Other festival events leading
up to the 2 p.m. Saturday parade
are the Oink Show (a talent contest), Miss and Mrs. Trigg County beauty pageant and a baby
.contest. A county wide ham judging contest, 4-H. FHA and FFA
exhibits will be featured.
For more information call
1-522-3892, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday.

HOMECOMING PARTY

Wadesboro Club plans yard sale
W'adestsoro Homemakers Club has rescheduled its yard sale on
Friday, Oct. 8, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. The event will be on the
vacant lot at the corner of Highways 121 North and 299 at Stella.

Club plans homecoming dance
Murray Country Club will have its annual homecoming dance on
Saturday, Oct. 9, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. A live band from Nashville,
Tenn., will provide the music. Admission will be $20 per couple.
This will be for members and out-of-town guests. For reservations
call 753-6113.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis C. Kerlick

Golden wedding event
will be held on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Louis C. Kerlick of 1513 Cardinal Dr., Murray, III
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Oct_ 10.
A reception, hosted by their children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m in
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. Only out-ot-town
invitations have been sent. The family requests that guests not bring
Mr. and Mrs. Kerlick were marned Oct. 9, 1943, at San Antonio,
Texas, during the time Mr. Kerlick was serving in the United States
Army Air 'Corps.
Mrs. Kerlick, the former Bess Thurman, is the daughter ol Mr..
,Agnes FOIwC11 Thurman of Murray and the late Galen M. Thurman Sr.
She is retired from Calloway County School System.
Mr. Kerlick is the son of the late Louis Christopher Kerlick Sr. and
Leona Mischer Kerlick of Yorktown, Texas. He is retired trorn Air
PnxIucts, Calvert City.
Their children are James Michael and Janie Byrum Kerlick of
Madisonville. and Louis Christopher Kerlick 111 and Julie Knitten
Kerlick of Murray. Their granddaughter is Kathryn Byrum Kerlick oi
Madison',tile.

Impress Your Guests With Our Fine Cheese.
Stilton • Brie • Asiago • Huntsmen

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

753-5679

HOLLANDWeekend
DRUGS
Sale
Homecoming

20%

OFF

All Gift Items (excluding fragrances)

Friday & Saturday Only
,)

109 South 4th St.
Downtown Murrazo,
Bob Dunn, R.Ph. • 753-1462

Now Available At Murray's

Pied imports

CALENDAR
Thursday., Oct. 7
Fall Showcase/6.30 p.m /Calloway County Middle School. Public invited.
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars
and Auxiliary/7 p m /National Guard
C'aIlArmor)o way County Farm Bureau
meeting/7:30 p.m./cafetena of Calloway
County High School.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
\tunas Woman's Club rehearsal/7
p m /club house.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 pm ad Enrollmcnt/8 pm
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
p m !Curtis Center, Murray State. for
holing with Julia as hostess. Info/
Jeanne.- 753-0224, or 1,Inda, 437-4414.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5•30 p.m.; Prayer
and Bible Study/7 p.m at Main Street
Youth Center.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Baptist Young Women of Westside Baptist Church/7 p.m./home of Denese King.
Christian Singles/7 p.m /at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9994
TOPS 0469 meeting/6 p.m./Anncx of
Calloway County Public Library
Calloway County High School events
include Freshman Football at Mayfield
and Girls Soccer hosting Madisonville/6
pin•
"Uncommon Women and Others"
production/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre, Murray State University.
Senior recital by Violinist Shanah
South/8 p m./Farrell Recital Hall, Murray
State University.
Hall of Fame banquet/6 p.m./Cums Center. Murray State University.
Third Bahama' Homecoming
Bonfire/6•30 p.m./Intramural Fields.
Singles Friendship of Paris. Tenn./7:30
p m./Farrn Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kenntth Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center. Benton.
Info/753-8136 Of 435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p/.m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/753-0'781.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.

Make no payment, pay no
interest ti1 March 1994.
Good on purrhaaasa of 11150 or more when
you use your Pier 1 card flow thrtsugh
November 30, 1993 Si' eons for nomplete
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University Plaza • Chestnut Street •

Murray

Children's Book Fair/10 a.m.-8
p m /Calloway County Public Library,
sponsored by Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club
Knights of Columbus/7:30 p.m./KC
building
MSC Racer Athletic Association/5:30
pm /Pagliai's Restaurant
Friday, Oct. 8
Seminar for Parents and Two arid ThreeYear-Olds/12:30 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ. sponsored by Family
Resource Center. •
Children's Book Fair/10 a.m.-8
p m /Calloway County Public Library.
sponsored by Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Wadeshoro Homemakers Club yard
sale/11 am.-3 p.m./at lot at Highways 121
north and 299 at Stella '
"Of Mice and Meta"/8 p.m./Playhouse
in the Part. Imfe/739-1752,

Friday, Oct. 8
"Uncommon Women and Others"/$
p.m /Johnson Theatre. Murray State
University
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County liospital/M urray Post
Office/8 30-11 - 30 am and 12303 pm
Singles Organizational Society/7
pm /Chamber of Commerce to go dancing at Bordcnown. Info/Jeanne, 753-0224
Laryngectomee Support Croupi2
p.m /private dining room of Miura!,
Calloway County Hospital
Korean Study Groupn p m /First Pre
sbytenan Church.
First United Methodist Church events
include Senior Adult Choir/11 a m .
Sensor Adult Fellowsistp/12:1.5--pm
St. -John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m
Hazel Center/open 10 am -2 pm ;for
senior citizens activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a m -4 pm /for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo/7 pm /National Guard Armory,
sponsored by Mruray Shrine Club
AA and AI-Anon/8 p m /open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Fr-re and Accepted
Masons/7:30 p.m /lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p m Info/
753-Tlifiti.
Calloway County High School Lakers'
Varsity football game with Fulton County
at Rose Stadiumf7:30 p.m.
Murray High School events include
Teacher elections for 513DM/8 a m -3
p.m /Library. homecoming and pep
assembly/2:35 p.m.; Tigers' Varsity football game with Fulton City/7:30 pm
Line dancing/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.•41:15 p.m.
Murray State University homecoming
events include Golf Tournament/8 a m.;
Alumni Art Show/8 a.m./Curns Center
Gallery.
; Tennis Tiximament/9 a.m.; Alpha Tau Omega Golf Tournament/I0 am.;
Li. and Mellie Hortin Collection
reception/4:30 p.m.; 11th Run for
Racers/5 p.m.; Agriculture Banquet/6:30
p.m.; College of Business and Public
Affairs banquet/6:45 p.m.; Alpha Gama
Delta reception/8 p.m.; Dance/9 pm -1
a.m., Qarris Center Dance Lounge.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/11 a.m and 2
p.m./Visitor Center; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace, Twin
Lakes Star Party/GPVC Observatory.
Competitive Trail Ride/Wranglers Camp

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
144011017 USW FM WIWI OIrsoLocrs

Brooks Chapel Women plan breakfast
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will sponsor a
ham breakfast on Saturday, Oct. 9, starting at 7 a.m. The price will
be ¶1.50 for adults and S1.50 for children under 12. The public is
in'. tied to attend.

Palestine Youth plan supper
Palestine United Methodist Church Youth will sponsor a ham
and bean supper on Saturday, Oct. 9, at 6 p.m. at the church. Proceeds will go to the WPSD-TV Lions Club Telethon.

Guild of Organists will meet
A Thanksgiving Vesper service will be Friday. Oct, 8, at 7:30
p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 200 North Seventh St., Paducah.
This will be a service with lessons and carols of Thanksgiving,
sponsored by Southern Illinois Chapter of the, American Guild of
.Organisis."Chapter organists will play and an ecumenical choir will
sing.0There is no admission charge. For information .call
1-618-539-6994.

Fire Protection District will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 will meet Sunday, Oct. 10, at 3:30 p.m. at the Kirksey Fire Station off Highway
299. All members and interested persons are invited and urged to
attend.

Writers' Potpourri changed
Writers' Potpourri will not meet this Saturday. The next meeting
skill he Saturday, Oct. 16, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. The event was changed because of Murray State University Homecoming Parade.

Recycling Committee will meet
The Area Recycling Committee will meet Monday, Oct. 11, at
noon at Pagliat's. Information on the regional recycling center will

he available. All interested persons are invited to attend.

MMS Council meeting Monday
Murray Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday, Oct. 11, at 7 p.m. at the school. Items on the agenda
include amendments to by-laws, report on school renovation,
school hiring policy, and a parent letter. Pat Seiber, principal, urges
all members and interested persons to attend.

Voting hours extended
Hours" have been extended for voting for MOrray -fligh School
Site-Based Decision Making parent representative. The time will be
from 5 to 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 12, at Murray High School.

Fall Bazaar on Saturday
Sc. Matthew By the Lake Lutheran Church will have its fall
bazaar on Saturday. Oct. 9, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Included will be
crafts of all kiinds, homemade bake sale, yard sale and lunch concessions. A handmade afghan will be given away. The church is
located on Highway 641, one mile north of Draffenville.

Poplar Spring plans picnic
Poplar Spring Baptist Church will have an Old Time Family
Picnic on Sunday. Oct. 10. Activities will include potluck meal
served outside on wagon at noon, costume contest of old clothes
for all ages, games and activities. The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor,
invites the public to attend.

Singles (SOS) plans activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities
tonight, Friday. Saturday and Sunday. The group will go bowling at
Curtis Center tonight with Julia as hostess. On Friday the group
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to go to Bordertown
for dancing. The group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Chamber to go to Kaler for dancing with Sondra as hostes. On Sunday the group will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the Chamber to go to
Hematite Lake ii LBL for a sack lunch picnic and hikes. The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for
single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.

Single Too plans activities
Single Too will meet Saturday, Oct. 9, at 5 p.m. at JCPenney
parking lot. Part of the group will go to the Paducah Singles' Club
Dance at Aurora and others will go to Beverly's house for activities. On Monday, Oct. 11, the group will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Louie's Steak House with Jennie Orr of Farlands Travel to speak
on "Travel Tips and Cruise Information." This is a support and
social group for all single men and women whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Wynnona, 753-7845, or Joe, 1-517-9177

Optimist Club breakfast Saturday
Murray Optimist Club will sponsor its third annual homecoming
country ham breakfast on Saturday. Oct. 9, from 6 to 9 a.m. at
Rudy's Restaurant on west side of courtsquare in downtown Murray. Tickets can be purchased from any Optimist Club member or
at the door the day_of the event.
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By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
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Ben Graves, Calloway County
Public Library Director, holds up a
string of 5,000 of the more than
20,000 erroneous cards removed
from the card catalog's non-fiction
section. The catalog Is being reassembled after a thorough
cleaning.
on how to read a credit rcport,
how to deal with the government
and all sorts of other useful
information.
As always, we recommend the
services of a competent legal professional. But reading this book
could really cut the amount of
legal time you have to pay for.
Highly recommended.
Oswald Wynd's The Ginger
Tree has just gotten in. If you
watch Masterpiece Theatre on
KET you may have seen their
presentation of The Ginger Tree
recently.
I have to. add Myth -Informed
by Paul Dickson and Joseph
Goulden to the :column. The car
companies have a motor that runs
on water, but the big oil companies won't let them sell it. The
U.S. Air Force really does have
little green men from outer space
stuck away in a secret freezer in
Ohio. Neither of these nor any of
the hundreds of other urban
legends in Myth-Informed are
true. But each of them is taken as
the truth by a certain number of
people. Check it out and see why
(which ones did YOU believe
in?)

The Hunter's Moon Festival,
sponsored by Grand Lakes Chamber of Commerce. will be Saturday. Oct. 9, at Grand Rivers.
Highlights of the annual fesna'
will be "Taste of the Lakes."
sampler of the area's finest
restaurants, from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m.; entertainment by Stanley
Walker Band during the day followed by a 2 p.m. parade filled
with floats, dignitaries, marching
bands and Earl C. Clements Job
Corps Marchers: a street dance
with music by "Country Daze" at
7 p.m.
Artists and craftsmen are
invited to set up booths to sell
their wares at the festival which
drew approximately 2,500 visitors last year.
A Boat/Auto/RV sale will be
added and exhibitors who are
interested in selling their boat,
car or RV are invited to register
for this sale.
For more information call
Michael
Grimes
at
1-502-362-4296.

Allison Photography photo
MURRAY HIGH REUNION - The 1983 Class of Murray
High School held its 10-year reunion recently. Pictured, from left, front row, Rebble Houston, Missy Emerson Cochran,
Alison Marshall, Whitney Taylor Webb,
Kimberly Oles, Holly Knight Eardley, Joy Smith O'Daniel, Lisa
Wilson Brannon, Susan Rogers, Marla Bailey,
Kay Farley Mayfield, Gall Horn Wooster, Teresa Ford
Chope, Laurie Lovett Presley; middle row, Russell
Garland, Mike Childress, Jimmy Armstrong, Jetf Garrott, Mike
Daniel, Barry Wyatt, John Nix Purdom, Dawn
Sykes, Beth Sailln Baker, Lori Schanbacher Glavin, Amanda
Hammack, Karen Lewis Jackson, Kelly Thomas,
Velvet Jones Milkman, Monica Greene, Robert Billington;
back row, Jimmy West, Steve McDougal, John Mark
BIllington, Ross James, David Denham, Todd Nunnaily, Phil
Houston, Kritt AlibrItten, Jeff Owens, Marc Mayfield, Mike Stoddard, Jonathan Overbey, Randy Cantrell
and David Robinson.
_

Reunion is held at home of Jeanette Feagin
The Feagin family reunion as
held Sunday Sept. 12, at the
home of Jeanette Feagin.
Those attending were Teka
Drew and Brad Copeland. Cape
Girardeau, Mo.. Audrey and Patricia Lcc, Laurie, Geraldine, Cindy and Jeffery Richards. and Stacie Foster, Paducah. Roscoc and
Frankic Feagin, Daniel and
Suzanne Feagin, Murray.

Paris Road Club
hears lesson by
Lyda Sue Collins
Lyda Sue Collins presented the
major lesson at the September
meeting of Paris Road Homemakers Club held at Sirloin Stockade.
Mrs. Collins' lesson was on
"Gifts from the Kitchen." She
gave each member a sample of
blended tea and coffee.
Faustine Walker rej)orted on
the Council meeting held Aug
23.
Mary Crutchfield directed a
game of "Truth" with the prize
being won by Dana Hale
Other members present were
Charlene Curd, Norma Myers.
Gertrude
. White and Robbie
Blalosk„..
•The club will meet Wednesday.
Oct 11, at Sirloin Stockade

Rita, James Robert, Jennifer and
Jerrie() Melton, Benton.
Attending from Mayfield ssere
the tollossing:
Joanna Eeagin, Anecia West,
Angela Hale, Day id Thompson.
Tammy and Ene Hicks, Pat lea
gin, Eddie Feagin Jr., Amanda
Youngblood, Mike, Shannon,
Austm and Amber West, Belba
Feagin, Collins Byrn, Tabetha

Phillips, Donald and Cathy Feagin, Archie and Emma Can, Joe
and Regina Feagin, Norman and
Christopher Lampkins, Stephanie
Ecagin, Terry Bradley, Johnny
and .1 racy Feagin, Janet and
Whitney Ilendley. Norman. Polly
and Mitchell Carter, Maurine
Wooldridge, Mavis Riley. Leigh
Carol Riley and Betty Ryals.

Glendale Road Church of Christ
Murray, Kentuikv

1993 Fall Gospel Meeting
fear the goslIel reached by

Pat I lardeman
thinner resident ot Mayfield,

-Sunday, October 10

91)0 aim

Sunday,,October 10

(1:00 p.m.

Monday, October 11

7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, October 1".3_

7:00 p.m..

Wednesday, October 13 7:00 p.m.

;The Precrous Faitli,ot the Lord ot Glory "
Peliverv ot Faith to the Saints.
Faith: From Beginning to Perfection
That Thy Faith Fail Not
Faith: The Necessary Supplements

Attended nursers available tor all services.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Oct. 4, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Beach baby girl, parents, Kim and
Calvin. At 6, box 251, Mayfield;
Hong baby boy, parents, Hyescok
and Yun, 304-A South Sixth St.,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sandra Williams and baby boy,
At. 3, Box 101A, Benton; Mrs. Clessie
N McClain, Rt. 1, Box 70, Palmersville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary Scott, 608 South 12th,
Apt. 3, Mayfield; Mrs. Stephanie
Renee Turner and baby girl, 201 East
15th St., Benton;
Henry West, Rt. 1, Box 350, Murray:
Miss Wendy Marie Murray, 1202 Lone
Oak Rd., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Ayice Barnett, Rt 1, Box 212, Hardin;
Charles Mark Temporite, At. 5, Box
848, Murray; Mrs Lucille Horita, Rt. 1,
Box 43, Almo; Mrs. Linda Rambo, HC
Box 239 E. New Concord;
Herbert McClure, At 2, Box 47,
Hazel; Mrs. Sarah E. Greer, At. 1, Box
10, Almo; Mrs. Patty Susan Howard,
At 6, Box 186B, Murray;
Mrs. ;ma Deane Outland, 502 Vine
St., Murray; James Mason, Box 5,
Lynnville; Lancie Morris, Rt. 7, Box
530. Murray.
Expiration
Jim* R. Roach, 906 Broad St., Ext.,
Murray

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
Oct. 5, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Shaw baby boy, parents, Candi and
Willis, Rt. 3, Box 160, Camden, Tenn.
Dismissals
Baby boy Peebles, 811 Vine St.,
Murray: Mrs. lkie Layette Long, 304
Routon St., Paris,_ Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth
Vaughn, 1616 "Main St., Murray;
Mrs. Ruth Ann Heskett and baby
boy, 1500 Dudley, Murray; Mrs. Jennifer Carrico and baby girl, 104 South
10th St., Murray;
Donald Okert, 1409 Diuguid, Apt.
J8, Murray; Mrs. Nora Lee Sills, P 0.
Box 322, New Concord; Robert W.
French, Rt. 1, Box 254, Big Sandy,
Tenn.;
Tyler Witty, At. 6, Box 78, Murray:
Jordan Stewart Roberts, At. 6, Box
55A, Murray; Miss Paula Powers, At
6, Box 346, Murray;
Mrs. Margaret Jean Rogers, Rt. 2,
Box 45, Murray; Clay C. Darnell, Rt. 2,
Box 208, Kirksey; James C. Saylor,
P.O. Box 215, Hardin;
Mrs. Betty Jean Smith, 100 Fox
Meadows, Murray; Harold L. Dunn,
1702 Calloway, Murray; Mrs. Ida M.
Thompson, Rt. 1, Box 549, Hardin;
Kenneth Cherry, 01 Henderson Dr ,
Pans, Tenn.; Mrs. Lillian Ferguson, Rt.
4, Box 795, Murray; Hafford S. McReynolds, At. 1, Box 253, Hazel.

Our Anniversary Sale Continues...
Now Through Sunday'

ENTIRE STOCK
ENTIRE STOCK

FASHION JEWELRY

FALL
JUNIOR & MISSY
COORDINATES

WATCHES

20% OFF
25%-33% OFF
ENTIRE STOCK

SUITS

25% OFF
ENTIRE STOCK

4/REEL,4sure.

SLEEPWEAR
LOUNGEWEAR

Are these bright colors and
jazzy good looks4 REEL? You
bet!4 REEL are shoes for girls
who love looking good. These
girls want it all: fun, fashion
and a feel-good fit. That's why
: they choose 4 REEL 4 sure.
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Hunter's Moon
Festival planned
at Grand Rivers

LIBRARY NEWS
What's going on at the library?
Lots of stuff'.
The Murray Woman's Club has
a book fair going on in the foyer.
The books are from Scholastic
Books and they're greaL Now's
the ume to get some of that
Chnstmas shopping done so you
can sit back and enjoy the season.
If you prefer your books to be
pre-owned, the one and only Calloway County Public Library permanent floating book sale is now
in session. We're only using one
table, so new books get put on it
every week. Come on down and
find a bargain.
Does it seem that we've had
more books than usual piled up to
be checked in? Well, we have.
For the first six weeks of this
school year, the library at Murray
Middle School was out of service
for renovation. While it was
closed, whole classes of middle
school students came over and
used the Public Library. We were
delighted to be of service, providing back-up for school libraries is
part of our work. But it made Tor
a lot of extra books coming in
and for a while there we were
barely keeping up with it.
Murray Middle's Library IS
back in service now (and looks
very nice, too!) The flow of
books has eased up, the shelves
are back in order and things are
headed back to normal.
We are adding cards to the
alphabetic section of the nonfiction card catalog as fast as we
can get them sorted. Remember
that the adult fiction, biography.
Junior fiction and picture book
sections of the card catalog are
working fine, just like always.
• • • •
A lot of books have come in
this week. Here are some of
them.
The Victorian Country House
by Mark Girouard is a survey of
the _huge, elaborate country
hOuses built in Britain during the
last third of the 19th century.
We're talking about houses with
fireplaces big enough to roast a
small pickup truck. The houses
are gorgeous and so is the book.
After building one of these
palaces, some of the owners no
doubt could have used Life After
Bankruptcy by Charles W. Price.
This is a guide to the ins and
outs of rebuilding your credit and
getting on with your life after
undergoing personal bankruptcy.
It has sample letters, instructions
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LINGERIE
20% OFF

Buy two pair panties
GET ONE FREE

Childrens Shoes
Southside Shopping Center • 753-4383
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Daily Breakfast Special

the National Scouting Museum
Murray State University will
close for the winter on Nov. 30,
ending its eighth season. The museum will reopen March 1, 1994.
A-ide from the galleries, games
and exhibits, the museum houses
1, )ft. than 50,000 St outing artifacts
and memorabilia In Addition, the
muscurn fr -4Lure' d Lt)IlecOOO Of
Nomiati 1Co1/4.1.,A ells original Scout

Monday-Sunday

MSU department
receives grant

•••

Two Eggs (Any Style), Bacon or
Sausage includes Southern Style
Grits or Breakfast Potatoes, Toast or
Biscuits, Fruit Jelly.

Hwy. 641 North • Murray • 753-9257
II
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Museum to end season Nov. 30
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Murray State University's department of occupational safety and
health recently received a $1,000
grant through USX Foundation Inc.
on behalf of the Marathon Oil Co.
Dr. David Kraemer,chairman of
the Murray State's department of
occupational safety and health, said
the grant is part of Marathon Oil's
1993 aid to education program
supporting the university.
The occupational safety and
health department at Murray State
has had an internship program with
Marathon for the last several years,
and Marathon has hired many MSU
graduates.
The money will be used to enhance laboratories, instructional
equipment and materials, Kraemer
said.

painungs,the second largest collec
tion of Rockwell paintings in the
world.
Theaters and programs pertain
ing to Scout life throughout the
years, including today, may also be
viewed. Visitors can learn about the
history of Scouting by visiting the
museum.
Gateway Park, an outside obstacle course, contains ropes and
bridges to challenge the agility of its
participants. The park is open June 1
until Labor Day; however, it is also
open on weekends during April,
May, September and October.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday, from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and Sunday from 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. The museum is closed on
Mondays, Thanksgiving Day and
Easter Sunday.
General admission to the museum is $5 a person, $4 for senior
citizens and children ages 6-12,and
free for children under 6. Scouts,
Murray State faculty, staff and
students or groups of six or more are
admitted for $3.50 each. Gateway
Park admission is $5 per person or
$3 with paid museum fee.
The National Scouting Museum
is located on the corner of 16th
Street and Calloway Avenue in
Murray. For more information, call
(502) 762-3383.

The Murray Civic Music Association will present "Brigadoon" Sunday in
Lovett Auditonum. The classic Broadway show is complete with New York
performers and a very talented orchestra. The show begins at 3 p.m. For
more Information, cal 753-3257 or 762-4516.

WAREHOUSE-SHOWROOM
6PARKINfi LOT

"Liquidation Sale"

:4:4-n
3
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This is the Time EACH YEAR we go through ALL our warehouses & showroms and pull EVERYTHING
that is old, discontinued, scratched or just plain been here too long and MARK FT DOWN TO CLEAR!
FRIDAY 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
SATURDAY 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
CREDIT TERMS
Up to 36 Months To Pay
With

Housing Authority
receives funding

Fleming - Benton & Paducah -A-

Fleming - Benton & Paducah

ALL CLOSE OUTS MUST GO!
Rain or Shine No Hold-Overs

:4cif
3
z
cri
IMP
CD

Approved Credit

STOREWIDE SAVINGS
0/o<

03

a.

u.,shoppngc.„„..
South Where
Soe,eg Money is
Always resh,on

:4:4-

Listed Are But A Few
Of The Savings You Will Find!

Accessories
Select Group

*60% Off
Swivel Rockers
(While They Last)

Ends Saturday 5:00 p.m.

Closeout
Thomasville

Sofa & Love Seat

$399
Retail $999"
Bar Stools
Closeout
*60% Off

*60%

Daybeds Mattress, Link Springs & Bed

$188 While Thiry Last

Sofas, Love Seats,
Chairs - Closeouts

60% on

*60% Off

$198

Odd Lamps
$14 Each

*50% to
Odd Love Seats

$98

Clearance
Retails to $699

Bedroom Suite
4 Piece, Dresser, Mirror,
Chest & Headboard

$298
Odd Headboards
Or Footboards

Retails to $129"
Sleeper Sofas
As Low As

$228

Odd Chairs -

$88

Now
Retails To $599
Odd Chests -

$68

Now
(While they Last)
Sofas
As Low As

$218

Close Out Bedding
(Firm All Slum One Price)
$98 Each Piece
(Sold Sots Only)

Mattress & Box Springs

CD

$48 Each Piece

0

(Sold Sets Only)
Odd Dining Tables
As Low As

90

"to

$24

Patio Furniture
Odd Occasional Tables
Final Close Out
Now
Price -4, ftn,
Retails to $299
Another I U70 Retails To $299.95
L
Mattress & Springs, &wily Appliances - Pfs & VCR's
Dining Room &
American sleep cioseoutal
(Benton Only)
Bedroom Closeouts

Nightstands - sow Cdcups

$48

417
3

:4-

Ginger Van Ness, Manager of the
Kentucky Office of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development(HUD),announced that the
Housing Authority of Murray has
been selected to receive $218,900
from the 1993 Comprehensive Improvements Assistance Program
(CIAP).
This funding will be used for
lead-based paint abatement at the
Nash Drive and Cherry Lane housing sites. Additional information
may beobtained by contacting Ms.
Mary Graves,Executive Director,at
the Housing Authority of Murray.
Ms. Van Ness stated, "It is a
pleasure to announce the award of
1993 CIAP funding for the Housing
Authority. This program is essential
to assure the continuance of decent
and safe housing for the residents of
the Housing Authority of Murray."
Over $11 million under HUD's
1993 C1AP program was allocated
to 29. public housing authorities
throughout Kentucky.

Health Services to
present session
Murray State University Health
Services will present "Ask -ANurse," an informative session on
health issues Wednesday, Oct. 13,
in the rocking chair lounge of the
Curtis Center from 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m.
Alcohol Use is the topic of
discussion for this month's session
in recognition of National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week Oct.
17-23.
"The session gives visual ability
for Health Services," said Louise
Anderson, Clinic Nurse and Health
Educator at Murray State's Health
Services. "The nurses can go where
the students are and answer their
health-related questions."
Health Services provides the session emphasizing a different theme
each month. "Ask-A-Nurse" focused on student survival kits for
college last month.
For more information on this
event, call (502) 762-3809.

Social Security rep
will be in Murray

$48

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
As Low As
11 Public Library on Tuesday,October
12, 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
Recliners
A person should contact Social
Security:
Select Group
3
*Before getting his or her first
to
Cost
Deater
Regular
Price *4 nni
job, because a Social Security numPrice
ber is required to get proper Social
Less Another - I U70
133
Plus *10%
Security credit for earnings. EmCD
ployers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least 2
11.•=•••••••••••••• meal "C••••••••16
STORE HOURS • MON. - THURS.9:004:00 - FRIDAY NIGHT T1L 8:00 - SAT.9:00-5:00
se IlAr loam •••••••••Im Tan we•••••pfl401,
weeks before it will be needed.
•••1•••••• 0•••• •• woe of sieve ritd•
Qes
•• Mau &ova •• weary•••• ow, li••••
After a death in the family to see
'
Tr mews* pa•5—a pommel,•%Iwo toil,
Flom
if survivor benefits can be paid.
When someone in the family is
'
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
03
*At retirement - at 65 for full rate
()Melon of Kolloy-WIgglro Furv.leoe•
benefits or as early as62for reduced
:4
Ky.
Benton,
Paducah, KY- (011 Ky. Ave.
benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2or 3
365 N. Main
451 S. 16th
Aef01111 Frorn
:4 months before 65 even if there are
527-3481
442-4455 Railroad Shop)
:4 no plans for retirement
1-800-599-6224
1-800-788-6224
'Anyone with a question or with
a report to melte prior to the representative's visit to the library may
& Paducah ** Fleming - Benton & Paducah ***Fleming - Benton & Paducah **
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

$18

1/2

1/2

1/2

*60% on

Here Tomorrow To Service What We Sell Today!
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Woodmen offers a wide variety of
life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax -deferred interest features.
To find the plan that meets your
needs, contact:

Prou(11‘.
,apport
our 1k
1.akers and
Tigt.rs for
the past
yc;trs

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

7: 30 p.m.
Friday
Ty Holland Stadium

701 Main Street

753-5273
e
lr

I S
CHEVRON

1.1041

ATO

Domino's Value Pizza
Carry-Out Only

e
e
e

$1099

4
I

Your choice of one topping

Only

Expires 12-31-93

e
e

753-3030

e
NOBODY s
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S,

•Self Service •Full Service
•111atior Brand Oils
,syron Card. Major Creet Cards
0

American Expres• Accepted

Scrvicr at Compralive PricesSouth Iltk•,.-Murrsy • Monk Stalloos, Mg. • 7434815
'Quality

Services We Offer
Qt. Oil & Filter
Oil Change

•-•••••••,,t

$15.95

.
rtptssi Center,

•Tune Ups • Balance & Rotate Tim • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filters, Seals &
Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint Work • Fuel &
Water Pumps•Radiator, Heater Work • Drive Shaft
• Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tires • Full &
Self-Service Gas • Make Service Calls

RUTHIE'S
UNIVERSITY BP STATION
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 6-8; Sat. 6-6
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

Health
Ask -Ason on
kt. 13,
of the
m. to 1

Prescription Specialists
Fast Friendly Service

759-9245
#

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
311 Un,uP lit. S/rerl • PAtKray KY 42071
('407) 751 4012 •
We stand on the strength of our service

the sest theme
ie“ fokits for

Murray High junior cornerback Kevin Knight (22) celebrates after intercepting a South Fulton pass in last Friday
night's 42-7 Tiger win over the Red Devils.

Sr
C- 55 Willie Wells
So.
0G- 69 Jon Bell
OG- 67 Gene McDonald .... Sr.
Sr.
OT- 62 Adam Blalock
Sr.
OT- 64 Chad Caldwell
Jr.
TE- 44 Robert Weatherly
Jr.
SE- 9 Ted Booth
Sr.
OB- 15 Brent Keller
Sr.
FB- 32 Mitch Downey
Jr.
TB- 4 Chris Cheaney
Jr.
FL- 2 James Curtis

NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

rep
e Maywill be
County
ktober
0 p.m.
Social

80
62
44
9
69
64
32
22
5
25
4

T.J. Myhill
Adam Blalock
Robert Weatherly
Ted Booth
Jon Bell
Chad Caldwell
Mitch Downey
Kevin Knight
Chris Allen .
Victor Perry
Chris Cheaney

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

Fulton City Defense
NGDTDTLBLBLBLBCBCBSSFS-

24
77
62
52
50
12
45
2
14
25
4

Darren French
Jim Ed King
Guy Tull
Mark Patsel
Todd Sams
Jeff Williamson
Joe Elliott
Jerome Flanagan
Joe McWilliamson
Mike Lawrence
Nicole Noonan

Sr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

LAUNDRY

M&T Painting
ontractors

......-wwwwwwiaw1111WIWWWw•••••••••---•

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

GB- 12 Jeff Williamson .....
FB- 33 Mandrell Allen .
TB- 4 Nicole Noonan
FL- 2 Jerome Flanagan
SE- 14 Joe McWilliamson
RI- 77 Jim Ed King
RG- 53 Brad Rozell
C- 52 Mark Patsel
LG- 50 Todd Sams
LT- 62 Guy Tull
TE- 45 Joe Elliott

Sr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

BUCK'S
Body Shop
753-5142

Compliments of

GO TIGERS!

605 Main • Murray • 753-2552

(')mplinients nf

900 Sycamore - Murray

GO
TIGERS!
CLEANERS

Good Luck
Tigers?

Fulton City Offense

622 South 4th

BOONE

Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-1

STEVE PARKERLeoge• & T,ines photo
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SPORTS
Batiste is redeemed, Phillies take 1-0 lead
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA — Kim
Batiste was sent in as a defensive
replacement and almost threw the
game away.
It's probably poetic justice that
Batiste redeemed himself not
with his glove but with his bat.
The Philadelphia Phillies' utility infielder's RBI single in the
10th inning Wednesday night
gave the Phils a 4-3 victory over
the Atlanta Braves and a 1-0 lead

in their best-of-7 National League
playoff.
Game 2 tonight features the
Phillies' Tommy Greene (16-4)
against Atlanta's Greg Maddux
(20-10).
Batiste said he was hoping for
a chance to atone for a ninthinning error that set up Atlanta's
game-tying run. On a potential
double play, Batiste threw the
ball into right field.
"After the error I said, 'Oh,
God.' After the hit I said, 'Thank.

you, Jesus,'" Bastiste said. "1
was hoping I'd get a chance (for
redemption) and I did. I was
thinking hard about it as I went
to the plate."
Phillies manager Jim Fregosi,
who put Batiste into the gene in
the ninth for sometimes erratic
fielding Dave Hollins at third,
tried to soften the misplay.
"It's the toughest thing in the
game to go in for defense," Fregosi said. "The only thing you
can do is mess up.

"If you make the plays, that's
what you're out there for. ... He
went from goat to hero in a couple of heart beats."
Batiste said of his errant throw,
"I maybe rushed myself too
much and caused a bad throw. I
had a pretty good grip on it."
He said he got nothing but
encouragement from his teammates after the miscue.
— I couldn't have felt better
when you have 22 guys on the
bench telling you to put it behind

Stewart, Blue Jays
put Sox in 2-0 hole

you. You have to feel comfort- pnme. He
checked the powerable. A lot of guys were saying. hitting
middle of the Braves'
'Don't worry about it. You'll get lineup
— Ron Gant, Fred
a chance to win it,' which I did." McGriff,•Davi
d Justice and Terry
Phillies starter Curt Schilling Pendleton — with
just two hits in
was marvelous through the first
18 at-bats.
eight innings. He gave up seven
hits, two runs and struck out 10
"That's the key to beating this
before leaving with a 3-2 lead. club," Schilling said, who didn't
Schilling was overpowering, want to come out of the game.
striking out }he first five batters
"1 couldn't argue any harder if
to equal a playoff record.
His fastball reminded 1 was trying to get out of the
observers of Nolan Ryan in his electric chair," he said.

Jordan leaving
basketball world
Chicago with void
7

CHICAGO (AP) — The Chica- White Sox, who stranded 23 rungo White Sox are in a desperate ners in the two losses, that keyed
sixth inning.
situation.
With Toronto holding a 3-1
Teams have come back from
two losses in the playoffs before, lead having scored a pair of
but no team has ever rallied to unearned runs off loser Alex Ferwin after losing the first two nandez, the White Sox loaded the
games at home. Against the Tor- bases on singles by Frank Thoonto Blue Jays and Dave Stewart, mas and Robin Ventura and a
walk to Ellis Burks.
it seems nearly impossible.
"I got out of it with a hope
With Stewart getting out of a
serious sixth-inning jam Wednes- and a prayer on each hitter," said
day, the Blue Jays escaped with a Stewart, who is 7-0 lifetime in
AL playoffs with a 1.99 ERA.
3-1 victory to take a 2-0 lead in
Stewart got Dan Pasqua on a
the best-of-7 AL playoffs.
The series now shifts to Toron- short fly to center, Lance Johnson
to's SkyDome for three games to pop out and pinch-hitter Warbeginning Friday, and the Blue ren Newson to bounce back to
Jays need only two victories to the mound.
advance to the World Series
"Frustrating," said Fernandez,
again.
who had a 3-1 record against
"I'm sure they're not feeling Toronto in the regular season.
too good right now," said Toron- "We definitely had our chances
to manager Cito Gaston, "but and couldn't capitalize,But give
baseball is a funny game. It can 15ave Stewart credit. We had him
turn around on you overnight. We on the ropes but he made the
feel good but we can't take them
pitches when he had to. In the
for granted."
sixth inning, I was sitting on the
It was Stewart's gutsy pitching
bench and thought we'd score
and the continued futility of the and do some damage."

By ERIC FIDLER
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO — The event had
all the elements of a presidential
resignation, only this celebrity
was the guy with the drooping
tongue and the improbable hang

,
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Michael Jordan (left) officially announced his retirement on Wednesday,
leaving NBA commissioner David Stern (right) without his top star.

A forest of satellite transmitters sat in the parking lot outside
the Chicago Bulls' practice center. Hundreds of reporters —
from journalism school students
to NBC "Nightly News" anchor
Tom Brokaw — pressed toward
the table where Michael Jordan
sat with his wife, Juanita, NBA
commissioner David Stern and
members of the team's
organization.'
Then Jordan<cilleit-it quilt at
the apex of his success, saying he
had nothing left to prove, and the
hunger that had driven him to be
the best was satiated.
Jordan made his announcement

under the same bright lights that
propelled him to global fame and
made him the symbol of a city,
the same lights whose glare he
fed off and, at times, snarled at.
"I won't miss the spotlight,"
he said. Then, "The spotlight's
been very, very good to me."
The spotlight definitely
brought krdan riches: His contract for 1992-93 was for $4 million, below what some lesser
players make, but his endorsements may have brought in as
much as $50 million.
The spotlight also brought Jordan pain: He's been dogged in
the last year by reports of excessive gambling. A book about the
Bulls portrayed him as a sometimes selfitti plaer who looked
down on most of his teammates.
His father's slaying this summer
became 3 public spectacle.
II See Page 11

The tough part of Murray
High's schedule is over, right?
Wrong.
•
Fulton City will bring a 6-0
record and the state's leading
defense to Holland Stadium Friday as the Bulldogs visit Murray
High on Homecoming Night.
The Tigers dispatched district
favorite Fulton County, Class 4A
power Marshall County and old
nemesis Russellville before ripping South Fulton last week.
Fulton's first-team defense
hasn't allowed a touchdown all

season long, and the Bulldogs
have given up just 1.5 points per
game so far.
"They have the best football
team that they've had down there
in a long time," Murray High
coach Rick Fisher said. "They've
got a good mixture of skill kids
and lineman."
Fulton coach David Dodd said
the defense has been great, but
Murray High presents a new type
of challenge.
"We have a lot of experience
over there and they've played
very solid, fundamentally sound
defense all season," Dodd said.

Racers stumble at UT-Martin
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MARTIN, Tenn. — After winning the first two games, the Murray State Racer volleyball team lost the next three games and the
match to Tennessee-Martin Wednesday night.
The Racers won the first two games 15-10, 15-11, but could do
no more, losing 8-15, 11-15, 10-15.
Murray State was led by Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Week Sarah Deanvorth, who recorded her second 20-20 match of
the year with 20 kills and 20 digs. Dearworth also recorded nine
blocks, including five solo.
The Racers fall to 6-13 and 3-4 in the OVC, while the Lady Pacers improve to 7-9 and 3-4.
MSU has the weekend off before returning to action Tuesday at
home against Southeast Missouri.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutttrs
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee'

EARN
5.75%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDF:R
CHARGES APPLY.

R) try and get better oery da),
and we didn't do that last week.
This week, we've had some good
practices so far."
Fisher wants the Tigers to play
against their potential — and not
the opponent.
"We're playing against our
own potential," Fisher said.
"We're trying to do what is right,
and let everything else take care
of itself."
One thing the Tigers will have
to take care of on Friday will be
Noonan. Fisher said he's chal-

Calloway County forgot to
bring something with them into
October — intensity.
After winding up September
with two-straight wins, the Lakers fell 26-20 in the October
opener against Dresden, Tenn.
Now, head coach Billy Mitchell
must get the fire back on a team
that won back-to-back games for
the first time since 1990 when
they beat Lone Oak and Union
County.
"We lost it (intensity) for a
half," Mitchell said of the Dresden game."We got it back in the
second half, but we started out
very nonchalant, very noncommittal. We weren't ready to
play."
That must change if the Lakers
are to get back on a winning
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streak Friday because a talented
Fulton County comes into Jack
D. Rose Stadium.
"They are a very physical team
and they'll give you problems
with their defense because they
give you so many different
looks," said Mitchell, whose Lakers are 2-4. "We have to throw
the football and do the things we
did at Union County and in the
second half against Dresden."
To get back to the way they
played at Union, Calloway must
keep getting the ball to senior
wide receiver Wesley Cogdell.
Cogdell, who has scored seven
touchdowns on the year. was
taken away from the offense by
Dresden.
"We have to get him the ball in
the short passing game," Mitchell
explained. "We have to get him
• See Page 11
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Vernon Shown holds the lucky ball after recording a hole in one on
No. 11 at Murray Country Club.

Shown tam ii y of Murray
stocked full of iron aces
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Shooting aces has become a
family tradition for one Murray
family.
Three and a half months after
his son, Tom, recorded a hole in
one at Miller Golf Course on
July 4, Vernon Shown, holed an
8-iron at Murray Country Club
on Sept. 21.
The elder Shown's ace came
on Murray's I17-yard, par 3,
11th hole.
Odds on a golfer recording a
hole in one are extremely high,
according to Murray golf pro

Tom Schwettman.
"We're lucky if we have four
a year," Schwettman said of the
feat. "That's a pretty big deal
for us. We've had years here
when we haven't had one."
Chances of a father and son
holing out on a par 3 are even
more astronomical.
"That's unusual," said
Schwettman, noting the club
has had four in 1993. "People
go their whole lives without
having one."
Tom Shown's hole in one on
July 4 came on Miller's
149-yard, par 3 16th. He used a
7-iron.
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Talented Fulton County
to meet hungry Lakers
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
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"And they've played as a team.
Murray's going to be a big challenge for us. Their offense is very
explosive, and their defense is
pretty good."
Fulton running back Nicole
Noonan is the leading rusher in
west Kentucky, and also presents
a challenge to the Tigers.
Even though Murray rolled
over South Fulton last week,
Fisher said last week was a
waste.
"I didn't think we got better
last week," Fisher said. "It was a
week that was kind of wasted.
Our philosophy has always been
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Tigers face another challenge in Fulton
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
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Bentley hopes to be right on

SPORTS

BRIEFS

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
Wide nght.
Scott.Bentleyhas only been at
Florida State a few months, but
the freshman kicker already has
heard the phrase a thousand
times.
The lag two years, the Seminoles have lost to Miami and
seen their national championship
hopes disappear when last-second
field goal attempts sailed wide
right.
So as top-ranked Florida State
prepares to play No. 3 Miami
Saturday in their latest Game of
the Century, Bentley -is on the
spot and under the spotlight.
"A lot of people think I was
recruited here Just to beat MUM " he said. "I don't expect it to
I,
come down to a field goal, but if
it does, hopefully I'll be ready."
Gerry Thomas and Dan
Mow re) were read), but not able.
Thomas missed a 34-yard kick
with 25 seconds left in 1991.
allowing MlaT111 to escape with a
17-16 sictory. Mowrey muffed a
39-yarder as time ran out last
)car. go mg Miami a 19-16 win.

Hot chocolate to benefit hot Tigers
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Due to a special contribution of hot chocolate mix, all money collected for hot chocolate at the Murray High-Fulton City game Friday
night will go directly to the football program. Murray High Band
Boosters regularly operate the concession stands at home football,
soccer and basketball games. Pictured above are: (from left) Mitch
Downey, football; Mike Steffey, band; Megan Malinauskas, band;
Brent Keller, football; and Chris Allen, football. Not pictured: Chad
Caldwell, football.

•Talented Fulton...

Fourth-place Cubs fire Lefebvre
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CHICAGO (AP) — Jim Lefebvre, after leading the Chicago
Cubs to only their third winning season since 1972, was fired by
general manager Larry Himes.
In Lefebvre's second year, the Cubs had a strong stretch run and
finished 84-78, in fourth place, 13 games behind NL East winner
Philadelphia. They were 78-84 a year ago. Lefebvre was fired by
Seattle after guiding the Mariners to their first .500-plus finish.

49ers sign Rice to $9.6 million deal
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — Jerry Rice signed a three-year
contract extension with the San Francisco 49ers. making him the
NFL's highest-paid wide receiver.
Rice, a nine-year pro, already the NFL's career leader with 106
touchdown receptions, will get at least 58.425 million and as much
as S9.625 million during the extension, beginning 1995.
He has 26 receptions for 348 yards and three TDs in five games,
but has at least eight dropped passes, the most since 10 his rookie
season in 1985.
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FROM PAGE 10
and (senior running hack) Brandon McCuistion insolved in the
offense."
Fulton County brings a busload
of talented players tight end
Mancel Elam, running backs Kirk
Barnett and Steve ('heirs and
receiver Jerome Warren.
And, the Pilots should be
hungry.
Fulton (4-1) didn't play last

tone on

UK's 'Madness'
plans to rock
after midnight
LEXINGTON — The theme
for this year's Big Blue Madness at the University of Kentucky is "Rockin' after
Midnight."
The festivities will begin at
10 p.m. on Oct. 31 in Memorial Coliseum on campus.
Doors will open at approximately 8:30 p.m.
Kentucky has held a Big
Blue Madness since 1982 to
celebrate the beginning of the
upcoming basketball season.
The NCAA permits Division I
schools to begin practice on
Nov. 1.
This year's program will
begin with the traditional pep
rally and crowd-participation
contests. Several special videos will be shown on giant
screens, and UK players will
square off in a 3-point shooting contest against University
of Massachusetts players via
satellite.
The 3-point contest will be
televised by ESPN as part of a
Midnight Madness special.

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
Repairs
New Construction
Maintenance
Qualib Electrical Work Since 1971
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Jane Rogers Ins.
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'See me for all you/ family insurance needs •

3Q5 N. 121h St.,. Murray
(net, to Century 21)

•

733-9627
prodigious talent. The city lost a
figure who symbolized Chicago
to the rest of the world.
Chicago now has "bragging
rights all over the country," Jordan said. "For many years it's
been known as a gangster town;
hopefully now it can be known as
a championship town."
The 30-year-old Jordan said
his father's slaying this summer
was not the main reason behind
his decision. In fact, he said, he
was leaning toward retiring
before then.
"I was pretty much decided at
that particular time, but I think
what it made me realize was how
short life is," he said.
Jordan said he plans to watch
the grass grow on the lawn of his
Deerfield home — and mow
himself.

•Tigers...
FROM PAGE 10
lenge both the Tiger defense and
offense.
"I want people to leave Friday
night saying that Noonan wasn't
the best back on the field," Fisher
said. "We've got some good running backs that I hope step up

week, but more importantly,
they've rebounded from their
overconfident showing against
Murray High on the third week of
the season.
"I don't think we're satisfied
now," head coach David Gallagher said of his Pilots, ranked in the
top 10 in the Class A poll. "If we
get beat it's not because we're
not ready to play."

said. "I don't think 1 could have
handled the situation as well as
he has. He told me to treat this
like any. other game. and don't
try to be a hero."
Bentley, who made seven field
goals over 50 yards as a high
school star in Aurora, Colo.,
chose Florida State over Notre
Dame following an intense
recruiting battle. He got even
more publicity after Sports Illustrated put him on the cover of its
college football preview issue.
"That was like putting a light
over my head and telling everyone, 'Here's this great kicker,
he's never going to miss,— Bentley said. "And that was before I
ever kicked a field goal or extra
point in college."
Despite the missed PATs,
coach Bobby Bowden hasn't lost
confidence in Bentley.
"When we signed Scott, the
thing that impressed me as much
as anything was that he seemed
to want the pressure," Bowden
said. "I don't think he's missing
kicks because of pressure from
the outside."

SCOREBOARD

IN Jordan's...
FROM PAGE 10
Everyone from Chicago Mayor
Richard M. Daley to President
Clinton weighed in with statements on Jordan's retirement, as
if a cataclysm had occurred.
"Nobody died here today,"
Jerry Krause, the team's vice
president of basketball operations, reminded those clustered
around him.
Not everyone was buying that.
"Michael Jordan leaving the
game is a tragedy, to Chicago
and to the NBA," said Art Erickson, in one of many discussions
across the city.
The Bulls lost the man who
won three MVP awards, seven
consecutive scoring titles and led
the team to three straight championships, seemingly as much by
the strength of his will as by his

Bentley is constantly- reminded
of those misses, but doesn't feel
haunted by them.
"I can't control what happened
in the past," he said. "I didn't
have anything to do with that. All
I can do is try to make my own
mark."
Although Bentley has made 6
of 8 field goal attempts this season, including a 47-yarder against
Clemson, he has been off the
mark on 7 of his 30 extra point
tries. Two were blocked; the
other live he just missed.
"The biggest problem has been
a lack of concentration," Bentley
said. "I seem to miss when we
have a pretty comfortable lead.
"I'se also had a few mechanical problems. I wasn't following
through on my extra points, and I
was pulling my left shoulder out.
On Saturday, I'm not even going
to look up after I kick. I'm going
to let the crowd tell me whether
it's good or not."
Bentley said he's gotten advice
and support from Mowrey, who
is now his backup.
"He's been great," Bentley.
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their level of play Friday."
Homecoming also brings
challenges.
"There are a lot of distractions
this week," Fisher said. "But the
most important thing is the football game. And we've tried to
stress that to the kids."

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
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For the things you own
when you don't own the house
Shelter s Renter s Insurance Policy lets
you protect your personal property and
your liability, even though you don t
need all the coverages the homeowner
needs
Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. - Murray
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MURRAY STATE
vs.
Austin Peay
Saturday, Oct. 9
2:30 p.m., Roy Stewart Stadium
For Ticket Information Call 762-4895
Also, don't

miss the Annual Baseball Old Timers' Game
at 10:15 a.m. at Reagan Field.
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With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
a competitive rate. To find out more
about Woodmen's Tax-Deferred
Annuities, contact:

Una

LAKER
FOOTBALL

and the

Calloway County
Lakers...
SIMPLY THE BEST!
Murray 753-1933
Hazel 498-8142

CALLOWAY CO.

GO
LAKERS!

.
0111
111°‘
Mb

VS.

Fulton Co.

4t Woodmen
of the World

"Over 45 Years Service"

Lie Insurance Society
n.... Oakes 011.11111S. Fiebrarlus

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix

Friday — 7: 30 p.m.
Jack D. Rose Stadium

Jim Crick
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
489-2322

East Main 753-3540

Good Luck
Lakers!

9S
CHEVRON

Sur
Mut
Stal
MSI
Prol
rest

Compliments of

J.H. Churchill

Funeral Home

•Self Service •Full Service
•MWor Brand Oils
Chtsron Card, Major Credit Cards & American Express Accepted

Mtt

"Quality Service at Competitive Prices"

201 S. 3rd St.

South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallone, Mgr. • 7534615

753-2411

met
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Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance.'
GOOd

Stare Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington :limos

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
(Next to McDonald's)759-9888

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Laker* and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

ucl( 000

Dees Bank of HazelMember FDIC

Hazel, KY

DAVID RAMEY Leclge, &

pnoto

Calloway County assistant coach Eric Hogancamp, right, gives offensive tackle Marc Fain instructions during last
week's 26-20 loss to Dresden.

Calloway Offense

61/

C- 57 James Todd
OG- 76 Brian Evans .
OG- 55 Lucas Cherry
OT- 65 Todd Forsyth
OT- 78 Marc Fain
TE- 9 Tyler Bohannon
SE- 40 Brad Lowe
OB- 1 Sam Arnett
HB- 22 Brandon McCuistion
WB- 80 Wes Cogdell
FL- 19 Jody Kelso

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr
Jr.
Jr.
So
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
1300 N. 12th St.

753-4424

NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

63
57
76
65
4Q
44
33
24
41
3
9

Dallas Rice .
James Todd .
Brian Evans
Todd Forsyth
Brad Lowe
L.T. Osgood
Tim Brickey .
Tim McDaniel
Mike Arnett
Tim McGrewt
Tyler Bohannon

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.,
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Southside Center • 753-4383

Fulton Co. Defense
DEDEDTDTLBLBLBCBCBSSFS-

5
44
74
68
9
30
11
4
3
1
8

Freddie Thomas
Kirk Barnett
Will James
Charles Buntyn
Mancel Elam
Joe Cheirs
Edric Caldwell
Brad Carlton
Tyrone Irwin
Jerome Warren
Steve Cheirs

Jr.
Sr..
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So,
Sr.
Jr.

Fulton Co. Offense
C- 60
OG- 76
OG- 55
OT- 75
OT- 68
TE- 9
FL- 30
OB- 4
FB- 44
TB- 8
SE- 1

Daniel Conder
Adam Cagle
Bobby Giles
Jerome Agnew
Charles Buntyn
Mancel Elam
Joe Cheirs
Brad Carlton
Kirk Barnett
Steve Cheirs
Jerome Warren

Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

GEE
PLUMBING
Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray

492-8136

A Taste of Home Cooking

Good Luck
Lakers!

CARRYs

Irom

4

HOLLAND
TIRE COMPANY
"We Carry A Large Selection
Of General Take-Off Tires."
East Main St. • 753-5606
4.14,ye Mon.-Frl, 8-5; Sat. 8-12

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Jerry McCoy, Owner

00%

c'e

409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

"Your local certified
marble manufacturer."

Thornton
Tile and
Marble,Inc.
'rituality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.

Catfish Dinners
2 Pc. $4.95
3 Pc. $5.95
All You Can Eat $7.25
ito oz. Ribeyes $7.50
Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies. Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

RUDY'S
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Fri. 5:30-9 p.m.
Sat. 3-9 p.m., Sun. Closed

4

••• •••
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Calloway Defense

701 Main Street

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

41.11

I-

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

105 N. 12th
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Surveying techniques am one of rnany skills featured through baccaleureaW
studies in the department of industrial and engineering technology at 14lurray
Stale Univershy. Associate professor 13111 Whitaker (center), instructs heo
MSU students in proper use of survey equipment Whitaker was one of three
program coordinators involved in a recant departmental emphasis which
resulted In the accreditation of five individual programs
--fASU Photo

11
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-2411
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4424

Five programs at MSU
receive accreditation
There is more good news at
Murray State University. Dr. Paul
McNeary, chairman for the department of industrial and engineering
technology': annotInces that five
programs within the department
have been accredited by the Technology Accreditation Commission
of the Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology (TAC/
ABET).
The recently accredited programs
include both the construction and
general options of civil engineering
technology, the computer systems
option and power systems/communications option of electrical engineering technology, and the manufacturing engineering technology
program. The computer systems
option received an initial accreditation, while the other programs mentioned were re-accredited.
"These accreditations are an indication that we have met the national
standards established for these
programs. We are very proud of our
programs and facility—the new
building (Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology) and equipment certainly

enhances our opportunities for accreditation," said McNeary. He
added that changing technology
also provides a unique challenge to,
achieve and maintain accreditation
standards.
McNcary also noted that Murray
State students who obtain degrees
within the department of technology are very competitive in the
job market, finding nationwide mobility and a high percentage of
placement opportunities available
upon graduation.
Accreditation program coordinators were Marlin E. Greer, associate
professor of electrical engineering
technology; William J. Whitaker,
associate professor of civil engineering technology; and James M.
Benson,associate professor of manufacturing engineering technology.
For additional information concerning any of the programs offered
through the department of industrial
and engineering technology call
(502) 762-3393, or write Murray
State University, Department of
Industrial and Engineering Technology, 1 Murray St., Murray, KY
42071.

1K
10011

383

Heavy Duty
Flowing Heat Dryer

ng

Model
#DET-100K

95

Only $278

2
rr

The All New

PEPPERS
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac
Geo

Is 0•en
For
Business
Hwy 79 East
Lake Highway

ist

iches

Come One
Come All

'Regular Timed Dry Cycle
•Time-Saving Wrinkle Prevention Cool Down
Completes Each Cycle
'Durable Perma Tub

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
Court Square - Murray

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

As. PEPPERS

CHEVROLET
Gee 2420 East Wood

Street. • Paris lacismobile
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

Watch This Space For Details

753-1713
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CLASSIFIED
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•

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
,Wednesday 3
Fnclay Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
A'\Nia

4 \PM Its

htlIr
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

Situation Wanted
Business 9pporturuty

560

Free Column

InstructIon

570

Wanted

070

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

090
100*

060

110

Notice

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray will accept quotations
on chemicals to be used by the Murray
Public Works & Utilities, Water & Wastewater Divisions: Bulk Sodium Hydroxide
(Caustic Soda Liquid) 50% Mercury Cell
Grade, Chlorine Cylinders, Sulfur Dioxide
and Liquid Alum Bulk. Specifications are
available at the City Clerk's Office, South
5th & Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky.
Quotations are to be delivered to the City
Clerk's Office no later than 1 p.m., Thursday. October 21, 1993. The City of Murray
reserves the right to accept the lowest or
best quotation or to reject any or all quotations submitted.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway Distnct COurt. by Grant G.
Card, Administrator,
of the estate of Steven
G. Card, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
C,ourt•an or before 9:00
18th,
a)m. October
1993, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Vester
()rr: Jr., Executor, of
the estate of Myra J.
Orr, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
District
Calloway
Court on or beTore 9:00
a.m. Oct. 18th, 1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by David
Garland and Danny
Garland,
Co-Executors, of the estate, of
Clara M. Fitts, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be-filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. October
18th, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

470
480
455
490
495
500
510
520

IltANSPOIllAl ION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parte
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

America's Second Car

eP
v Ugl9Duckling
Camogamm
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Mobile Hume* For Sale

285 Mobile Horn* Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or LASSO

Sudanese Rentals

420

Home Loans

Want To Rant

430

329

Apartment' For Rant

435

3.30

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460 ..

Homes For Sale

310 .

020

Dorothy
Jean
Camp, 909 Johnny
Robertson
Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased. Tons L.
Camp, 815 Johnny
Robertson
Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071
Executrix. Robert
0.
Miller, 201
South Fifth St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney. 09-29-93
Dillard,
Golden
215 Spruce St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased.John Junior Dillard, 8323
South Maryland,
Chicago, IL 60619
Execatoi: Robert
0.
Miller, 201
South Fifth St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney. 10-01-93

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine ham) toped pqazik..
fresh salads, sandwiches
gyros Open al year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8119,
1-800-649-3804

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Avadlable Thru AU.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermeciate or
Custodial Care. Wth
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Inceance is more important
than Vier For free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

1

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
If yon

MALE
40 - $9.45
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13

age 80 - 52.73

age 80 - 42.49

age
age
age
age

Premiums guaranteed

NOT

to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
'Our 29th year of Service"

MUMS FOR SALE BeausFrom Murray
ful
take 94W to Thurman
Road. turn night, 1st house
on right 435-4020
STRESSED OUT? Theraputic massage relieves
tension, relaxes sore mus
des, assists weight loss,
and improves health Call
Dave Estes 753-3801
$35/hr. house calls only
Licensed Massage
Therapist

Murray
Shoe Repair
106 N. 4th St. • Murray
9-5:30 M-F •Sat. 10-1
759-1983

050
Lost
And Found
LOST Black Lab/Bassett
cross Answers to the name
Remy If found please call
753 3967
LOST Reward' Syr old
black Lab, male Lost Mayfield area 362-4346,
395-7168 call collect
LOST Small black dog.
answers to "Zandy-, 121b
female gray whiskers. six
years old Reward offered
Contact Pat Miller, Hair
Masters 753 - 6999
Jumped out of car at downtown Bank of Murray, 3rd

St

IMMEDIATE day position
available Apply in person
No phone cal please Subway. 508 N 12th St.
LEGAL secretary Send resume to PO Box 1594,
Murray, KY 42071
NOW Paring part time dishwasher Bag Apple Cafe.
Puryear, Tn Apply in person 901-2475798
43 PEOPLE needed to lose
weight now! Totally new
breakthrough product
1 00%
Natural
502-569-1701
AIRLINES Now hiring! Entry level, customer service/
baggage handlers Many
other
positions
$400-$1200 weekly Local
or relocation For applica
lions & information
1-800642-7420 Ext..849
ATTENTION Bluegrass
Pickers guitar player, bass
player & mandolin or fiddle
player needed for Bluegrass band If interested
please call 901-642-7309 &
leave name & phone
number
AVON REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED Door to
door unnecessary Up to
50%. commission $20 investment. Free gift Assistant
Manager
1-800-866-2243
BABYSITTER needed for
infant during the day,
7 30arn-5pm, your home or
mine, references required
492-8678
CAR stereo installer. experience requited List experience and/or resume to
PO Box 48, Murray KY
42071

..lake Property

Reader Ads:
25e per word $500 minimum lit
day. be per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A *2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY ACCOUNTANT
The Accountant. under the
direction of the Director of
Financial Management and
Planning is responsible for
reporting accounting and
financial data of the Unviersity Duties include, but we
not limited to (1)audit coordination. schedule pteparation and resolution of findings, (2) preparation of annual and quarterly financial
statements,(3) reporting to
venous federal and state
agencies. (4) reconciliation
25-28 cents/mile with 3 yrs
Call of university accounts to
Benefits
state records,(5) compara1-800-444-6648
tive cost and ratio analysis.
DRIVE RS-SHORTHAUL and (6) ad-hoc financial
OPPORTUNITIES- analysis as required by the
Sellersburg IN 300 new Director Qualifications re
trucks, home weekly, ex- gutted include a bachelor's
cellent pay/benefits, sign- degree in Accounting, have
on bonus, assigned trucks
a CPA certificate or curCall
anytime - rently meet qualifications to
BURLINGTON MOTOR hold a certificate minimum
CARRIERS
of two years experience in
1-800-JOIN-BMC (Ext financial statement prepa105). E0E/Drug Screen
ration or one yew in auditDRIVERS Team & Solo ing, excellent analytical
needed today Great lanes/ skills. arid experience using
benefits+computerized Lotus software Qualificaohdrie systerniexcellant tions desired include experequipment Call Celadon ience in university or fund
accounting, ability to comTrucking 800-729-9770
plete tasks under demandEASTSIDE BP, 119 E ing time schedules and
Main part time help Apply ability to communicate efin person No phone calls
fectively Salary will be conEXPERIENCED person mensurate with experience
needed to operate (Gun and qualifications Those
Store) *Trading Post" Type interested should send a
store in Lexington We may letter of application, re
provide apartment Call sume and the names and
telephone numbers of at
1-800-409-8465
least three professional reFRIENDLY HOME PAR- ferences to Chair, ScreenTIES now has openings for
ing Committee for Accoundemonstrators No cash in
tant, Murray Stale Unvervestment Part time hours
sity, Sparks Hall. Second
with full time pay Two cataFloor. 1 Murray St, Murray.
logs, over 700 items Cal
Ky 42071 Applications
1-800-488-4875
must be received or postHEATING & ax duct in- marked on or before Ocstaller, mechanics & ap- tober 18, 1993 Position wil
prentices needed for local be available on or before
business Call 753-8181 December I. 1993 Murray
Sam-4 30pm, Mon-Fri or State University is an equal
come by 802 Chestnut & fit education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D/AA
out application
employer
CONSTRUCTIONMillwrights/Pipe Filters/ LOOKING for 2 people that
Pipe Welders needed
would like a career opporBenefits-Drugscreen-EEO tunity in sales with a local
Contact. Steve Laverty or well established firm
send resume to. A-LERT Please mail your resume
CORPORATION, PO Box to PO Box 1042, Murray
535,-- Fred-ortia,- KS -KY 42071 •
66736-0531 (316)
PEPSI-COLA
is
a
leading
378-4401, FAX (316)
employer in the area, and
378-3900
offers excellent opportuniCONVENANT TRANS- ties with potential for adPORT THE ROAD TO vancement. Pepsi a curYOUR FUTURE LAST rently recruiting candidates
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM to enter a toning program
EARNED
OVER for route sales Candidates
$85.000.Starting at $.27 to selected will receive com$ 29 Per Mile with plus petitive pay, $350-$450 per
bonuses to $ 38 per mile, week in the first year, paid
Paid Insurance, Motel Lay- retirement, paid vacation,
over Pay, Loading/ group health insurance with
Unloading Pay, Vacation, no lay-offs Interviews wiN
Deadhead pay Require- be conducted at Pepsiments Age 23. lyr verifi- Cola, Hwy 641N, Benton,
able over-the-road, Class A. KY Friday, Oct 8, 9am to
CDL, with Hazardous Ma- 3pm or Saturday, Oct 9,
terials, 1-800-441-4394
Barn to noon For appointment, call 1-800-829-7011,
EARN up to $1000 weekly Mon-Fri. Elam to 5pm, Ext
processing mail Start now. 247
No experience Free supplies. Free info. No obliga- RECEPTIONIST/
tion Send SASE to Hi-Lo, Secretarial position availDept 28,PO Box 3648, San able Knowledge of WordPerfect is required Send
Angelo, TX 76902.
resumes to PO Box 1040
E, Murray, KY 42071

FRIENDLY4
MOTORS *a,/
Chrysler • Plymouth • Dodge • Dodge Tanks
144111 Ibust
1/ el WI 011 118 I Be Be AR
taw $311371$5 w It %MN Dal or
Td

Amides
For Sato

Hap
Wanted

Nolp
Waled

Automobile
Detail Shop Mgr.
McFadden Friendly Motors, South Haven, Michigan is a Dodge, Chrysler,
Plymouth franchise located on the
beautiful lakeshore of Lake Michigan.
We are seeking a hard working individual to oversee a four stall detail shop.
You must know the meaning of clean!
And have complete knowledge of what it
takes to detail a used vehicle. Excellent
compensation to the right person. For a
confidential interview please call Marty
Rouse between 8 a.m.-12 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
at 1-616-637-8558.

•

•

Real Estate
.........

DO you need a GED? 00
you need hope for the future and help to get a sold
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 Ihru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
VIDEO Production Special- between 8 00am-3 00pin
ties has been preserving We are an EOE This promemories since 1984 You Kid is funded by the Westcan have YOUR home mo- ern Kentucky Private Invies, slides, or photos dustry Council-JTPA
transferred to videotape DRIVERS. Over the Road
with confidence. Call Van/Flat 35 States. lyr exDonna Darnell 759-9246. perience verifiable start
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vacation Dream
Cash. PO Box 224 McKenzie, TN 38201

"hoe local dam service'
BRAZILIAN exchange student anxiously awaiting
host family Students arrtving in Jan for 2nd semester
Become a host family
NOW! AISE Call Elizabeth
(502) 782-2861 or
1-800-5IB1jN3

130
For Sale Or Trade
.................Want To Bay
140
Article* For Sale
150
155 ...... .............. ..• Appliances
Home Purniehinge
160
Antique.
16$
170...........
Vacuum Cleaners
Seen ng Machin.
160
196
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Al usual
240
Mascellarieous
260
TV • Radio
380
Pets's& Supplies

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40S. Dianient bid gat
tie% Dieseent diten.
(Al] 3 Ads Most Pan Warne Day Ported
$I is For mimes
SW" foe Treats, Shoo
env Centel

060

II
Ext., Murray, KY
42071
Deceased.
Judith Karen Caldwell, 1535 London
Drive, Murray, KY
42071 Executrix.
Sid Easley, 204
South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney. 09-29-93

Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court
LEGAL NOTICE
Clerk
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
020
in the Calloway District Court by Virginia
Notice
D. White, Administrat10Yi
FT
brakes
for vinyl
rix, of the estate of
Robert Clifford White, work Rent by the day
deceased. Exceptions 436 2701
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. October
18th, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement
of accounts has been
NOTICE TO
filed in the Calloway
CREDITORS
by
District
Court
The following EsChristine Jones Rose,
tate Fiduciary ApAdministratrix, of the
pointments have
estate of Ronald D.
been made in the
deceased.
ExJones,
Calloway District
ceptivs to this settle-Court.-• All claims •
ment must be filed in
against these esthe Calloway District
tate should be filed
Court on or before 9:00
with the Fiduciary
18th,
a.m. October
within six months
1993, the date of hearof date of qualificaing.
tion.
Ann P. Wilson,
Anna Lucille JohnCircuit Court Clerk
son, 1713 Wells

270

300

1

Loyal

Mobil. Homes For Rent

280

'II lit II

111 11 F s I ti F: S.‘1.1.S

111:N7 %I.

111.:11 f'sT

... Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

230
250
290
530

010

010

1110

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
11%1( Fs

MISt 1.1.1...VSEOL S

EMP1.01 ND'\ I

Advertisers are requested to check the
Firm instruct& oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect laserbon. Any error should be reported
immediately as corrections can be
made.

753-1916

\I \110

Farm Equipment
190
370 . ...... . Lamstock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplise
390
Produce
400 .
Feed & Seed
550

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m
p.m.

MasterCard

SAFETY
Advisor,
$2150/mo Company will
train Call Mon -Fri,
9am-lpm
only
615-399-8269

WANTED barmaids, wait- SELL COKE, PEPSI,
resses & dancers, $500 SNICKERS. NESTLES,
plus weekly, Dol House FRITO-LAY Area's best
Cafe, Paris, Tn
vending opportunity of the
901-642-4297 7pm-2am
90's Invest $14,500, apWILDLIFE/ proved locations, (25 maCONSERVATION JOBS chines), estimated earnGame wardens, secunty, ings $112541500 weekly
maintenance, etc No exp 1-800-358-8382
necessary Now hiring For
110
more
info
call
219-794-0010 ext 7159,
For Sale
Or Trade
Sam-8pm. 7 days

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICAL
TECHNICIAN
Plumley Companies,
Silicone Products DIV15100 Pars, TN seeks
individuals lor MAINTENANCEELECTRICAL
TECHNICIAN, with expenence in mechanics
electronics, hydraulics,
pneumatics. general
maintenance, welding
and machining. ITT
training or military electtonic. training a plus.
Mail resume to Plumley
Companies P.O. 758
Pans, TN 38242 Attention. Silicone Plant Personnel

070
Domestic
& Childcare
ABSOLUTELY Clean! Experienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436-2569
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL babysit $25/week
436-2903

1953 CHEVROLET truck
1936 F20 Farmall tractor
Ladder rack for van
753-5588

Want
To Buy

LOG HOMES Design ser
woes FREE BR011pHURE
HONEST ABLE LOG
HOMES, Route One Box
SICK Moss Tennessee
38575 (800) 2313696
MODEL 240 Homesteader
Atlanta wood stove $75
436-5618
NEW metal siding 8 roof
ing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalurne Secondary
available 489 2722 or
489-2724
NICE quilts two bedroom
stmts, uplift chair rocker,
table 8 chairs, swivel
rocker, Iv, microwave,
12x24 oven cedar chest,
cedar wardrobe 753-9431

CASH paid for good, used
nfles, shotguns, and pis- POLE Builders contractols Benson Sporting tors farmers' New manuGoods, 519 S 12th, facturer of metal 8 siding
Murray
Custom cut lengths galva
lume painted Trim & ac
ANTIQUES by the piece or
cessones DAVCO Steel
collections Call 753-9433 Danville 1-800 474-4321
after 5pm
POST Frame Buildings
WANT to Buy, heavily
Size 24 x40 x9 Eave Price
wooded tract of land suitable for deer hunting, wa- $4920 plus freight Other
llet' important Call sizes lavairable Bird Boil
dens 1-800-628-1324
1-502-683-0890
STEEL BLDGS Industrial
150
commercial, agricultural
24x36 to 70x150 Save
Articles
thousands Call Sam
For Sale
Underwood Const (502)
2 ROOMS of good carpet 759-1503
for sake, tan in color Call
TREE tops, 2 leather beds
759-1048
435-4430
357 MAGNUM, S&W, with
WHEAT straw, $1 25/bale
holster, $250 489-2617
489-2436
601 DAVIDSON, with powder spray in excellent con- WOLFF TANNING BEDS
dition Feeds sheet 12x18 New Commercial Home
Image 11x17 (606) Units From $199 Lamps
266-7448 Lexington
Lotions Accessories
Monthly payments low as
BOGARD trucking and ex$18 Call Today FREE
cavating, inc We haul top
NEW Color Catalog
sod, gravel, fill dirt, white
1-800-4629197
rock, np rap 759-1828
WOOD stove for sale.
BRASS plated fireplace en
$350 Call for details
closure and accessories,
489-2598 after 5pm
$100 489-2761
DEPRESSION glass, 2
sets, approximately 150
pieces 502-437-4215

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWINGlobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
Opportunity
BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
Earn $2500 part
Orne-$8000 full time per
month processing insurance claims for physicians,
dentists, healthcare providers Software purchase re
quired plus computer
I -800-722-SA ktS
CONTEMPO FASHIONS
jewelry and accessories
has excellent opportunity in
party plan sales. *Kit program requires no investment
*No inventory to stock *No
delivery 'High commission
*Also earn trtim & pnzes To
schedule interview call
Linda 1-800-484-7846
code 4537
LLAMAS-A Lifestyle investment Interested in something new? Something the
whole family will enioy! For
free copy of GUIDE TO
RAISING LLAMAS Call
606/873-0239

LOG HOMES DEALERSECRTARY/Bookkeeper
for low office Bookkeeping SHIP! Unlimited earning
potential! Part/Full time
and legal experience preferred Computer experi- Leads/training. Models
ence on WordPerfect a from $14,904. Brentwood
plus Position requires ex- Log Homes, 427 River
Rock Blvd, Murfreesboro,
cellent telephone skills_
Apply to PO Box 1040 F, TN 37129 800-264-LOGS
(5647)
Murray, Ky 42071.
SERVERS, bartender RARE Opportunity Rapidly
needed Apply Green expanding safety equipTurtle Bay in Grand Rivers. ment company has distriCall Becky 362-4444 after butorship available Over
60 years combined experi5P01
ence nationwide. This is
truly a 6 figure income poTRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVERS-West Coast tential. !Animal inventory
investment only ImmediRoutes, full medical benefits. retirement pion, home ate investment returns and
weekly, safety bonus. repurchase agreement
Qualifications-Meet DOT available. Training prorequirements. Call R B. vided. Send inquiries to:
Carriers, Inc. (812) Triad, 2403 HWY 763
North, Suits 1, Columbia,
282-0384 or 800-457-6434
MO 65202.
(except in Indiana)

DUNE buggy, oft road tube
frame, 1641cc engine
good tires, $1300
753-3958

Appliances
WASHER dryer & retnger
ator 753-4684
150

Home
GIRL'S pagent dress, 2T,
._FurnisMngs
bought new in July, won.2
pager-its, $75 474-2253
3PC white little girl's bed
GOOD used wood furnace room set 759-9882
vrill heat up to 10 room
house Call Robert Wiggins
753-4566 between
9am-5pm

HUGE MUMS
FOR SALEea

All Colors 55
94 w. to Thurman
Rd.. turn right 1st
house on the right

435-4020

BACK In Busin•es
George Hodge, 806. Coldwater Rd Used furniture &
appliances -Will sell or
buy- Also furniture hand
refinished
BREAKFAST table, 2
chairs 753-9899 after 5pm
BROYHILL high back
couch, gold/beige color,
$35 753-5126
LOVESEAT $30, couch &
matching loveseat $125
7518183 after 5pm

•••••=

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following lob openings

COLLECTION CLERK: full-time day
position. Previous Collection experience required

For details contact:
Personnel Llguit
(512)782-1106 C
I 141/61 Opp/ rrt kin,1‘
,,
rnplo,,

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
H3SPITAL

*13 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
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FALL Manua Savories! LNmg room suites, steeper.
loves•ats, sectional,
rounded glass oak china
cabinets al sues. roll lop
desk recliners. glider rockers, oak rodcarti. bedroom
suites odd beds. 3,5 & 7pc
dining room suites. roll-away beds bunkbeds &rye
on all furniture & bedding
Lay a-way for Christmas
Carraway Furniture, 105 N
3rd St 753-1502

MD

iy Permit
iSkee

6

1UM

Or each
$1.75
sulk&
3.00 ex-

!paid,

ir.dto

d after

>esign ser
PepHURE
LE LOG
One Box
Tennessee
313696

orriesteader
.love, $75

rig & rootLit to length
galvanized
Secondary
2722 or

con traclew manuii & siding
galva
Trim & ac
CO Steel
474-4321

Buildings
Eave Price
ght Other
Bird Buil
1324

Industrial
gricultural
150 Save
;all Sam
nst (502)

ether beds

$I 25/bale

NG BEDS
cial Home
i9 Lampsissories
nts low as
lay FREE
Catalog

for sale,
ir details
5pm

Is
& refroger

girl's bed3882

usln•es
806, Col1 furniture &
!ill sell or
ilure hand

table, 2
latter 5pm

igh back
iige color.

0, couch &
sal $125
5pm

II-

r in

CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gallinburg s Original Wedding Chapel) Thoughtful
SO1VICe is rendered through
music flowers photographs videos and recap
bons 1-800 922 4573

•

Nimbi
Ilad *Wei

For Real
Oil.....

Public
Sale

NEW condition TA ton
Trans heat & am unit WU
accept bode 753-1300, after 7pm 489-2116

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $401mo 759-4081

4 Family

4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753-4509

Business
Services

K T I and Assocdates,ofter
ingatual line of investigative
services Bel Al: Center
FURNITURE arid Iv, Ethan 753-3868 or 436-6099
Alen furniture, end tables,
27n
stereo cabinet, dinette
Mobile
table and males chairs
Howe Fes Sala
king size waterbed Zenith
20 stereo tv 437-4215
12x50 APPLIANCES *id
MAPLE table & 6 chairs. hookup new underpinning
plumbing wiring & floor
Broyhill sofa, ported condi
Kyle 653 4802 Cr
bon stereo, small washer
bedroom suite, chest of 653-2951 business
drawers Cal 753-3609 or 12x60 2BR central H-A,
753-5838 after 5pm leave appliances $5000
message
759-4414
MATCHING couch & chair, 12x60 UNFURNISHED
$120 753-7763 after except appliances 2br, gas
5 30pm
heat, central air redecorPECAN dining table with 6 ated inside and out
chairs 3 leaves custom 759-1199
pad 753-7933 after 5pm
14x65 3BR $4000 obo
Must be moved 489-2507
QUEEN size waterbed with
heater 8 baffles $100 Call 1974 GRANDVILLE 12x60
489-2475
2br 1 /i bath good condi
lion 474-8344
WHITE French Provencial
bedroom suite, twin beds, 1983 CLAY
dresser, night stand
753-6176 after 6pm
reg
345-2345

800-220060 ft Coleman
RE 753 9898

1993 1470 DESTINY 3br.
2 bath. shingle roof, vinyl
siding A steal at $16,500
SANDBLASTING. mobile, Gateway Mobile Homes,
prompt service Call Ph 527-1427
753-8756
1993 CHAMPION 16x80
TRACTORS 641 Ford 3br. 2bath stand kitchen,
Workmastw & 4441H good oak cabinets, vaulted coil
condioon After 5pm call irigs, extra isulabon, central
h/a, vinyl siding, shingled
492-8411 or 492-6127
roof, underpinning, custom
built, owner works for
210
Champion Homes Located
Coach Estate $26,500
Firewood
759 2507
A FIREWOOD for sale
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
437-4667
Specializing in mobile
FIREWOOD seasoned will home electric services 200
delver 489 2617
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

2BR duplex like new ap
pliances furnished
$400mo Security deposit
required 753 6654 days
435-4480 nights

EAGLE Brand mobile
home, 12xt5, 2br. 2 bitittv
Musical
on 2 lots in mobile home
PIANO tuning John park in city Phone
Gottschalk. 753-9600
753-5140
MARK III 12x50 2br with
central air only $6995
Gateway Mobile Homes,
Ph 527-1427

240
Miscellaneous
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH WEDDING Smoky Mountains Gatlinbug Chapels (Since 1980)
No tests, No Waiting
Photograpy, music, bowers. videography, receptions. limousines Honeymoon Suites (Fireplaces
Heart-Shaped Jacuzzis)
Christian Ceremony Rev
Ed Taylor 1-800-346-2779

MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles/
doubles Financing available Clean late model
homes Green Tree Financial Cdrp/Kentucky,
or
606-223-1010
1-800-221-8204

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 7536612

Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

310
Want
To Rent
PREFER rent to own or lust
rent mobile home or house
2 or 3br, reasonable (or
cheap') 762-4794

1BR apt $205 mo
753-6716 after 6pm

Cal

I OR 2br apts new down
town Murray 753-4109
2BR duplex with carport
Lease No pets Refer
ences
$425'mo
753-7457

2BR duplex
753 9861

$400 mo

2BR townhouse 1", bath
deck all appliances includ
ing washer 8 dryer dm
hwasher, ceiling tans Free
lawn care Available
November 1 $435-mo
Coleman RE 753 9898
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas appliances furnished
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
Coleman RE 753 9898
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
g and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE lbr furnished apt
105 No 16th St No pets
$210 mo plus deposit
Some utilities furnished
753-1953 days 753 0870
nights
NICE brick duplex 2br,
central h--a, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between Sam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

ry

AL
42
. 07I

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Dien 4414a

at 5001

Knights of Columbus Hall
Tt.6

KY 94 weer to Johnny Robertson Road.
in Sr Hire Rood ngto on So How Road 1,4

01411 10 11/1

6

753-0466

1,1C

140N•PR0F

PO Box 1033

4-5BR, available Nov 1
lease 8 security deposit
required 753-4109
NEWLY remodeled 3br,
14 bath home near South
west School $500/mo
753-7920, 753-1664
NICE 2br home, lakeview,
wrap around deck, 1 block
from boat ramp, fishing,
swimming area Minutes
from Murray in extra nice
subdivision $425/mo Call
527-9639.

k1
-7
AAY

mai@

ORGAN/on loN

Murray

••••••• *66,
"

STORAGE buildings all
with 10 overhead doors,
27' deep Great place for
boat or motorhorne or lust
storage Rogers Enterprises 753 5140

Children's clothes- boys
8 girls infants clothes,
sewing machine, prom
dress, antiqueS and
much more

SMALL 6 room house. 1
bath, electric or wood heat,
range 8 refrigerator furnished, in quiet wooded
area, 2 mdes north of Murray $300rmo plus deposit
753-4566 days between
9em-5pm

Boats
& Motors

Mates
For Sale

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
Colas Cancielound Road
behemn INsesterdasal
and airport rd.
Frt & Set.
Oct. I &
7 a.m.?
Sinai *deices piasirran
dub SQua tops dfin u
rude* Ools Whim iesd
books I Reopen craft
puma .rorire board swum
bi'st oven mess a Avon
DON'

NICE 3br brick, large Irving
room large kitchen, 2 full
baths. utility room. 2 car
garage, large patio. on 1
acre lot with natural gas,
central air city water
$66000 437-4855 after
5pm

1988 CHEVY Corsica LT,
45 XXX miles. one owner,
loaded Cal 759 1525 after
5pm

Boat Storage
at Lee Marine

1088 FORD F250 pickup
V•8, Fl, auto,
pet), dual
tanks radio. white *blue
interior clean and runs
great. $5000 Phone
502-875 4050 (dealer)

Available beginning
Oct. 1st private boat
storage stalls 11 ft.
wide • 30 ft deep,
10x10 It overhead
door.

1989 OLDS Cutlass Calas
1986 700 SUZUKI Intruder Quad 4, Sep 50 XXX miles
black extra chrome. 6XXX 435 4154
indos 57000 759-2507
1990 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GSX red all wheel drive.
all options excellent cond
1989 YZ80 1989 RM 125 tion 49 XXX miles
w rebuilt motor Cargo $12900 7594924
trailer For info call 1990 RED Grand Am LE
437 4125 or 753 3243 be- ac am irri cassette till,
tore 8prn
cruise all power, ground
1992 HONDA CBR 600 F2, effects auto sharp $6750
44XX miles red and white 753 8098
excellent condition $5000 1991 CHRYSLER LeBa
759-4924
ron. 4dr charcoal with gray
DISCOUNT pans depend- interior 10 XXX actual
able service for all brands miles Call Sid at 753-6079

Taking
reservations now.

470
Motorcycles

SOLD

16 MONTH old black An
gus but from registered
stock $500 436 2708

1109 Sycamore
Oct 8 & 9
Fireplace wood insert bird cage, dishes,jewelry, pressure
cooker, house plants,
toys. anbques, handmade crafts. clothes
Please park off Sycamore

GOOSENECK trailer 16ft
tandem axle dual wheels
heavy duty with adiustable
loading ramps $2200
489 2050 753 2533

AKC SIBERIAN HUSKIES
top quality bloodlines
Black white gray white
with blue eyes 753 8809

Carport &
Yard Sale
501 So, 7th St
Oct. 7-8-9
Rain or Shine
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Each Day
Antiques, glassware,

AKC Toy Poodle female
nome—rarsed shots vet
checked 502 437 4215
AKC Yorkies & Golden Re
trievers Champion blood
lines pedigrees & guaran
tees on all pups 328 8092

wicker, tins, clothes,
books, bottles, fishing &
tackles, 35 houseplants,
some caduS

DACHSHUND puppies
AKC deposit will hold
$150 901 584 4475
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

Yard Sale

PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915

1 -4

mile East Lynn

Grove on 91 W.

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
108/0 Off

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 am.-?
Dresser

All Dog
Grooming

&

weight

bench, odds & ends

All breed' al

sizes
Ask about specials

759-1768

Yard Sale

YELLOW Nape Amazon
1yr tame good talker
Call
$650 w cage
753 7370

F-11 Coach
Estates
Thurs.-Friday
Oct 7 & 8
7:30 a.m.-7
Woman's bike, knich

4110

Public
Sal.
FARM Machinery trucks
rmsc Kirby Auction Center
I 65 Exit 6 Franklin KY
1066 IH
Peterbilt
502 586 8288 Free Red
Apples , Ron Kirby
Auctioneer

knacks, glassware, 2
sets of king waterbed
Sheets, lots of misc

GARAGE SALE
121N io Siellarurn nen, On
Haty 799 appro. I 2 rn.les
Turn lee or Alex Fork Rd,
4i1, house or ngfn

EC CRAFTS
Fall &
Christmas
Show

Friday
7-12

October 9
Crafts, Antiques,
Decorated Shirts
Outside Flea
Market
1 mile south
of Bell City

Coca Cola collectibles
young men & women's
clothes, many new
items, new small& large
gift bags, newt shirts $2
& $3 each lots of house
hold items
Rain or Shins!

5 Party
Yard Sale

Moving Sale

Lynnwood Estates
121S.
Oct. 8 & 9
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Antiques, children's
clothes Something
for everyone
No Early Sales

Thurs. & Fri.
Oct 7 & 8
151 Shady Oaks
Trailer Court
Furniture,
lamps,
dishes, floor lamps,
Everything
rnIsc
Must go
Rain or Shine

Carport
Sale
1301-B N. 16th
aCtOSII from Moose
Lodge
Oct. 7, 8 & 9
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Garage
Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9 til Noon
94 W to Lynn Grove,
lit house past caution Nght on right
Something for everyone

Garage Sale
1110 Dudley Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
Oct 8 & 9
IBM computer,lamps,
go cart washer, bicycles, new
lawn
mower, decor items,
toys, adult clothing all sizes irobluding women's large, children's ClotheS.

Community
Yard Sale
Concord
Thurs, Fri, Sat &
Sun. afternoon

at New

7:30-?
Troller hitch,used tires,
gas grill. tools, stereo,
dishes. conning Jars,
keyboard. clothes (oll
sizes), quilting material & much morel

T.
Aren't You IWZ.

CLASSIFIED Glad There's
••••••••••••emesser011•••••••••-•.- •••

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale

CERTIFIED Farrier Ser
vice hot and cold shoeingGary Arnett 345 2471

WOOD WORKS

440"cSi n6

klein, Hazel behind Conoco next to
Methodist Church
Oct. 8 & 9
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

BODY shop gas heat big
as compressor bathroom
Also 4 or 5 cars for sale
437 4465 between
5Pm 8Pm

MOBILE Home Loans, mobile home financing 1976
and newer from Green Tree
A PERFECT WEDDING in financial, competitive rates,
the original Smoky Moun- fast, friendly service Call
tain Wedding Chapels for an application today! SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath duComplete arrangements-- 1-800-221-8204
plex, appliances furnished
very reasonable Photos, REPOS 12, 14 wides and central air & gas heat
music, limo, cabins formal doublewides Banks loss $475/mo. 1 month deposit,
wear, receptions' your gain Take over pay- 1 year lease No pets
1-800-262-5683
ments Gateway Mobile 753-2905
Homes, Ph 527-1427
TAKING applications for
GATL1NBURG Summtt".Breatritaking mountain- TRAILER with 2 lots near section 8 rent subsidized
top views, fireplace, bal- lake for sale Call 436-2032 apartments 1, 28 3 bed
rooms, handicap accessicony, kitchen, clubhouse and leave message
ble Equal Housing Opporpoollacuzzis Honeymoon,
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
280
Weekend Specials! Indivi—Hardin, Xy
Mobile
dual units ranted by
502-437-4113
Homes For Rent
Schwigert Enterprises,
Free
Brouchure: 2 & 3BR, Grogan & Mobile
1-800-242-4853, (205) Home Village. Appliances
988-5139.
& water furnished. ColeRIVERSIDE WEDDINGS! man RE 753-9898.
Be married in a riverside 2BR furnished, water, gar- 2BR brick in town, carport
gazebo or nearby elegant bage pickup provided. VA bath, central hia, apchapel in Pigeon Forge, Quiet clean court, pliances. yard maintenance included No pets
Tennessee. From $99. No $150/mo. 759-1691,
Deposit/references After
blood test or waiting period!
2BR, unfurnished, central 5pm 753-6397
1-800-729-4365.
h/a, $200/mo plus deposit
3BR, 2 bath brick new
WEDDINGS. OLD— No pets 474-2100
central gas heat, available
FASHIONED. Candlelight
Coleman RE
ceremonies, outdoor wed- SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, now
dings. Mountain Chapel electric or gas Walking dis- 753-9898
overlooking river, near Gat- tance to college 753-5209 3BR brick, attached 2 car
linburg Everything progarage, central h/a, ap290
vided Accommodations
pliances, country kitchen
Healing
Romantic Carriage Ride.
fenced yard Lease 8 secAnd Cooing
Reasonable prices Charge
urity deposit $400/mo
Cards
accepted
WOOD burning stove in- 436-2755
Heartland/ sert, excellent condition
3BR house, with 16x24'
1 -800-448-VOWS (8697) 753-4471
furnished building in rear,
gas central h/a, low utilities,
quiet residential Circararna
subdivision Stove refrigerator. dishwasher. washer 8
dryer furnished $550/mo
lease 8 deposit required
Call 753-8809

day
xperi-

Yard Sale

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units evadable Calf 753 2905

2s0

Farm
Li—

J bedroom
er rocker
s, swivel
icrowave
oda/ chest,
753-9431

1

241

313 N. 5th
Street
Friday
8 am.-?

ACREAGE for sale also
will lease or rent 753-1300
after 7pm 489 2116

MOTORCYCLE PARTS 8
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Sat lOarn 3pm

Vans

1975 GREMLIN 350 fa'
condition Call 753 3439

FOR sale by owner Small
professional building
downtown 505 Main St
Ideal for Accountant Insur
ance Dental or Law office
Call 759 1429

1984 CHRYSLER New
Yorker 4dr 4 cyl loaded
100 XXX miles excellent
condition $2200 obo Call
after 5pm 759 4154

RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
5 0 2 7 5 3 SOLD
1 896 369 5780 i
ROBERTS Realty Cello
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them today at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 12th St

Lake
Property
PRIME lakefront property
lust reduced 513 000 Call
753 1222 today to see this
great 4br, 3 bath home with
lovely view from every
room wrap around deck or
cool side Beautifully main
tamed Offered at $185.000
through Kopperud Realty
MLS8 4969

71 OPAL great gas mi
leage Call 437 4125 or
753 3743 before Spm

FIXER Upper, 1972 Buick
LaSabre needs transmts
KIDS bike Yamaha Pee sion $75 753 3474
Wee 50 1992, low hours
5650 753 4832

BUILD YOUR OWN HOME
NOW! No downpayment on
Miles material below
market ccxistrucbon & fi
nanang Call Miles Homes
today 1 800 343 2884 ext
1

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our court°
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 orstop
by office at 711 Main St

15
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1980 CHRYSLER LeBa
ron 47 XXX actual miles
$2500 obo 489-2090

1994 DODGE Conversion
Van locally owned, all the
extras, including tv & vcr
489 2324 after 7pm week
days weekends anytime

1982 JEEP CJ7 hard top
Laredo 53500 435 4374

1987 CHEVROLET S10
white extended cab air
auto pb, p s 60 XXA
miles $5500 753 7353 at
ter 5pm

1986 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency
nice and 1988 CHEVY S10 4x4,
dean,60 XXX mile% $5040 apple 'red sikver striping,
-)V6, swb, pis P7b, air, am /fm
firtrt 753-3178
stereo, 5sp, avg 21mpg.
1986 VW Jetta one owner 80 XXX miles, one owner,
Call 753 7722
sharp local truck, $6000
1987 FORD LTD Crown 436 5508
Victoria 302 V-8, dark blue
on blue loaded all rower,
new tires super nice,
$2500 obo Phone (502)
875 4050 (dealer)

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

753-4408
BOAT & camper storage
753 4509
530
Services
Offered

Moving, Rearranging
your present home'?
We can move your
furniture
&
appliances along w"
household
other
products.

Residential &
Commercial
Service
Experienced S refer
ences available
Call 753-0775 for free
estimate If no answer,

leave message

1986 FORD Bronco II 4
wheel drive with new Michelin tires extra sharp
1984 MAZDA LX. automa
Asking 55250 753-5676
tic burgundy all power,
sunroof excellent _condi- 1986 GMC Sierra, a/c pb,
tion $2800 753 7933 after ps V6 Call 753 1451 be
5Prri
tore 9pm
1986 CHEVY Cavalier,
auto ac excellent shape
$1700 Phone Frankfort
502 875 1844 (dealer)

$50 mo-12 mo contract
$55mo -6 mo contract
$GC month), rate

1989 NISSAN black,
55 XXX miles air, stereo
great condition $5300
753 4798

1 A A 1 Hauling tree trim
ming, tree removal dean
ing out sheds, attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al 1A all wound mowing &
tree trimming & light haul
mg Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark
Al. AL'S hauling yard
work, tree removal mow
ing Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm, 759 9816 753-0495 •
At_PHA Builders GarPen
by, remodeling porches,
roofing, concrete, drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

1991 TOYOTA 4 wheel
drive red auto air, 23 XXX
miles 759 9841

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 malor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

Campers

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848

1979 31FT Airstream 1978
Chevrolet Suburban 454
Will sell together or separate 753 0114

Public Auction
WOODED lot 500 South
11th St. 100ft wide 75ft
deep $7500 753 7549

Friday, Oct. 8th, 1993 at 2 p.m. at Mr. Stanford Hendrickson
home at 105 Hickory Dr. Murray, Ky. just off West Main St.
Watch for auction signs.

HUNTERS PARADISE
119 acres (135 10111ble) Lescated in Henderson
County Alzey Bottoms
Hunt deer, duck & geese or
farm Adjoins Sauerheber
Reserve
Game
502-533 6650

Round dining table with six spindle back chairs- set of twin beds -131
twin bed head boards - director chairs - radio - small t.v. - reading
lamp - pole lamp. brass items - nice recliner - couch & odd chairs end
tables - lamps - blonde Duncan Phyfe drum table - vacuum cleaner luggage - pictures & frames -old books - card table & chairs - other
prnjecthrstreen - faith-mg
- plectrirtiterkets --waft
fans- portable electric typewriter - chrome breakfast set - (21 sewing
machine bases with marble tops - metal shelving -small kitchen
appliances - pots & pans - old glass & china - large flow blue footed
tureen - nice vase - house plants - ink blocks to mark material shelving units -patio table - gas grill - PVC lawn chairs - stepladder hedge trimmer - elect. chain saw - super nice Jason hot tub- lawn cart
.hand & yard tools - other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. For more information and your auction
needs phone 435-4144.

NICE 4br home on 21
acres, fence, pond, 32x32
shop, barn and many other
features Mid $70's Call
Roberts Realty 753-1651
460
Homes
For Sale
3 4BR, 1 bath frame house
or sale by owner on Olive
Street Priced in the $40s
753-7390
3800 SO ft of quality house
located all556 Canterbury
Dr Builders personal
home Would consider
trade Call 753-3672 after
5pm
3BR. located 300 yds from
Wrangler's Riding Club,
about 5 minutes from Murray on Van Cleave Rd. 3
acres all fenced, horse barn
& 30x40 shop 753-4525
BRICK ranch, 4br, 2 bath.
12x26 screened deck off
large kitchen, new roof.
equipment/tool shed Approx 3 5 saes fenced for
horses Of cattle Off Bethel
Church Rd, 5 miles northeast of Murray 759-4947
after 6pm Reduced to sell!
MUST see this home 3br, 2
bath brick on very nice lot, 2
miles from Murray Immediate possession $85,000
Call today 7591854.
NEEDING mother-in-law
quwlers? Cal 753-1222 to
see this 3br,
bath home
with I spadous apartment
in walk out basement. All
this with•large barn on 3
acres. only minutes from
lown. Veered in the $80's
through Kapperud Really
MLSO 4318

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in M. & Tenn. 01281 Firm #23:13
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Public Auction
Sat., Oct.9th, 1993 at 10 a.m. at Mr.& Mrs.J.C. & Murtle
Nance home place in downtown Bell City,Ky.just south
of the pottery. From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Tri
City, turn left on Hwy. 97. Follow to auction. From
Mayfield, Ky. take Hwy. 97 to Bell City. Watch for
auction signs.
Antique 3 piece large post bedroom suite - odd 5 drawer chest - other
nice 4 piece bedroom suite - old kitchen cabinet - nice old library table
- small kitchen cabinet - nice old oak wall telephone - nice old oak
buffet with mirror -old bedside table - old song books -other old books
- old kerosene lamps - old pictures & frames - old rocker - old quilts,
blankets & linens -(2)small breakfast seta - porch swing - glider & 2
chairs - vacuum cleaner - couch & chair - recliner - pole lamp - gas
heating stove - small gas heating stove - stove & ref. - microwave chrome breakfast set - large chest home freezer - auto. washer - 19"
color t.v. - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans -old glass & china stone pitcher - old glass cake stand with glass dome lid - ear corn
s wenn* - cookiejar - mixing bowls - crown cranberry glassea on stem stem fruiters - old grease lamp • costume jewelry - old puss n' boots
cream pitcher - stone items • bird bath - old canner - heaters & fans convalescent items - wrenches & tools - lots ofold collector items - two
wheel trailer - 20 p.shot gun and much more. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available. Auction held rain or shine. For more
information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
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Sorvicse
Offered

.

BACKHOE Servos. Qom
pee foundations Phone
492-8516, D Pager
762-7221
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN sepbc tank
retalletion, repair. replace
trent 7591515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways, hauling. loundabons
Mc 759-4664
BILLS Window Cleaning
Service Residential'
Call
Commerical
753,5934
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed 753-1134 or
436 5832
CARPET and vinyl installa
bon and repairs Glen f3eb
ber 759-1247

•
• I,
• 4

s

I.

for professional gutter
cleaning S window clean
irig Wd do some leaf re

SURE WAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

vinyl replacement windows vinyl flooring
436 2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing electrical carpentry
and general repair
753 0596

had Breast Implant surgery? Call Flora
Stuart, attorney, for free
legal
advice,
5 0 2 - 78 2 - 9 7 4 1 ,
1 800 732-3178 No fee
unless you win This is an
advertisement
HAVE

you

Read the classifieds

TYPING Editing Resumes. term papers, manuscripts, etc $1 50/page
759-9660
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15: most repairs
$35 Free esbmates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
WANTED light hauling,
trees trimmed or removed
Call Don 753 2772 or
753 2320
WILL blow out gutters and
mulch leaves 753 8908
WINDOW & door repair
Repair re screen re-glaze
aluminum Of wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

FREE Small female dog,
tan with dad( marking, prefers home with fenced yard
759-1231

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

CUSTOM VJTCHEN CABWIETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
MURRAY alsiund Bunny BMW)

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Positive and Negative Signals
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
East dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH

•K .1
V K 54
•Q.1542
•Q 64
WEST
+65
•.1 1097
• A 76
+J 1083

EAST
•A Q 109 2
6 32
•8 3
+972

S4)tITH
+8743
V A Q8
•K 109
•A K 5
The bidding:
East
South West
North
Pam
I NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — jack of hearts.

Signals are either positive or
negative. Thus, if your partner on
defense leads the king of a suit and
you have the A-7-2. you can ask him
to continue the suit by signalling
positively with the seven, or to discontinue the suit by signalling negatively with the deuce.
Similarly,if you are void of a suit
that is being led, you can also signal
positively or negatively by the size of
your discard in some other suit.Such
signals are highly important for the
proper conduct of the defense.
In general,a positive signal, tell.
trig partner which suit to lead, is
Atc
,/ 't
1.04114.4.t-

more illuminating than a negative
signal, which merely tells him which
suit not to lead. At the same time,
however, a combination of negative
signals can add up to a positive signal, as illustrated in this deal.
West leads the jack of hearts.
dummy winning with the king as
Eastfollows with the deuce. Declarer

then plays a low diamond to the king,
followed by the ten and another diamond. West winning with the ace.
East has an opportunity to discard on the third diamond, and his
choice of plays is critical to the defense. If he signals with the nine or
ten of spades, it costs him the contract even though West shifts to that
suit. South's eight becomes a stopper
on the fourth round and he makes
three notrump.
But ifEast discards the club deuce
on the third diamond, the defense
prevails when West leads a spade;in
fact. South goes down two.
A spade shift by West at this
point is not difficult once East has
expressed disinterest in hearts and
clubs by playing the deuce of both
suits, inferentially suggesting a
spade lead. All West has to do is to
obey his partner's suggested line of
defense.

SUBSCRIBE!'

of
Murray-Calloway County

Take Time
To Care
ray Center but the pool table seems
to be the most popular of all!
Exercise classes are held on Monday,Wednesday,and Friday at 9:00
Lin. On Tuesday mornings at 1000
a.m. there is a devotional, and on
Wednesday Mornings at 10-30 a.m.
there is a "Drawing for Therapy"
class. Every Thursday morning at

Arts Council to sponsor
training session Oct. 16
The Kentucky Arts Council will
hold a training session Oct. 16 in the
Mayfield-Graves County Public Library for volunteers participating in
Kentucky Save Outdoor Sculpute!
Kentucky Save Outdoor Sculpture!
(KY SOS!)isfunded by the national
SOS! program, initiated by the
National Institute for the Conservation Of Cultural Property and the
National Museum of American An,
Smithsonian Institute.
KY SOS! volunteers will locate,
inventory, and assess the condition
of publicly accessible outdoor
sculpture and monuments in the
Commonwealth.
For the purpose of this national
survey,outdoor sculpture is defined
as "all three-dimensional artworks
and many two-dimensional relief
works that are cast,carved,modeled
fabricated,fired,assembled,etc.,in,
for example, stone, wood, metal,
ceramic or synthetic materials. are
situated in an outdoor setting ad arc
accessible to the general public".
Though not included in the national
survey, KY SOS! will included
documentation of monuments
whenever_possible.

presentations on national and state
SOS! project goals; risks to outdoor
sculpture and possible solutions:
community support of public art;
and the vital role of the KY SOS!
volunteer.
Lynette Strangstad,
stone conservator with Stone Faces
in Charleston, South Carolina will
be assisting in the training. Lou
Carter Barton, local historian, will
lead a tour of the Wooldridge
Monument in the Maplwood
Cemetery.
Training will begin at9a.m.Oct.
16 at the Mayfield-Graves County
Public Library. Participants will
break for lunch at noon and meet at
the Maplewood Cemetery at 1 p.m.
Training will conclude at 2 p.m.
Volunteers wishing to attend the
training session must pie-register
and should contact Jean Wiggins.
western Kentucky regional coordinator at(502)753-9153; Lou Meadows, state coordinator at (606)
846-5076; or write KY SOS! Kentucky Arts Council, 31 Fountain
Square, Frankfort, KY 40601, as
soon as possible. Training sessions
will also be- held in 1....onisvilk on
OcC14'and in-Lexington on Oct. 15 -

Training sessions Will itklude

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY,OCTOBER'S. 11)93
(For )our personali/ed daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call l-900-9X-77/ih. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE you give your mate tender loving
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: care. A letter or phone call brings
Straighten out sour financial affairs. delight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
OW fortune vi ill smile on you once
you stop blaming others for your Influential people may be difficult to
mistakes. Steady Mort produces deal with today. Use any spare time
better results than a rush job. A to work out the details. if you decide
sense of rebellion could make it dif- to end a longtime romantic relationficult for you to establish a happ> ship. enjoy your new -found freedom!
romatitiL relationship. Decide what
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
IN reall> Important to >.eitt and go
Those who have learned to listen to
after it! Eocusing on business in the
early months of 1994 vv ill produce a other people vs ill he ahead of the
financial honan/a. Plan a vacatitin game. A promotion and increased
compensation w ill come sooner than
for June or July..
think. Travel enjoys highly
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Sigournev favorable influences.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Weaver, reporter Rona Barrett. actor
Do not abuse your power if you
Day id Carradine. comedian Clic% y
hope to remain on top. The differChase.
ence between profit and loss in the
,tRIES I \larch 21 -.April
money markets is determined by
Work at a steady pa.. e today . An
may
he others. Ins est only what you can
important change
announced_ Be aware of subtle afford. .
SAGITTARIUS (Nov: 22-Dec.
nuances and check even the smallest •
211: Learn to integrate your knowlON eINC.IN contao was
details.
edge of the past with the demands of
boost both prof its md sour ego!
TAURUS (April 20 NIa‘'20): the present. handle financial matters
Interruption. are inev liable today. in a Mild\ manner. Romance could
Marital or partnership problems may go downhill unless you begin to
interfere with work. Rearrange your show sour feelings.
CAPRICORN I Dee. 22-Jan.
schedule to accommodate lastminute developments. Put romance 19): Protect your financial resources
by answering a challenge today.
on the back burner for now.
GEMINI May 2I -June 201: Colorful clothing accents make you
Business comes first today. 'slake stand out in the crowd. Go after a
certain people understand that you new job or more money.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. la):
must trust your intuition. Social
activ ities should be both inexpen- Successful solutions will come once
you face up to the reality of a situasive and on the quiet side.
CANCER (June 21 -July. 221: tion. A seminar could help you find
Take care of your obligations before answers to business problems.
turning your attention to the pursuit Romance keeps you guessing.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
of pleasure. Exercise sound judgment where personal matters are There could be more to a proposition than meets the eye. Probe
concerned: be discreet.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: The beneath the surface and sign nothing
lessons of the past ss ill only confuse until another day. Domestic harmoyou now. Live in the present! ny is a mark of achievement the
Romance should run -tiloothly if %%hole family can enjoy.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are deep thinkers, sensitive to the needs of others. People-oriented and sociable. these Libras are often afraid of being
alone. Although temporary alliances do not appeal to them, a permanent and
reliable relationship does. Gifted it achieving what they want through
friendly persuasion, these children seldom engage in histrionics. They have
a lot of respect for tradition and tend to look askance at people who rock the
boat.
J ITN 1•Cd n.

et Iriou Astrologs

I in

home visas made was over 1,600.
unches are served not only at the
Centers, but also to home bound
seniors by the Meals on Wheels
program. More than 23,000 nutriuous meals were delivered during
the past year.
The Murray Calloway County
Senior Citizens depend greatly on
the United Way. The Senior Citizens receive a federal grant to help
keep both Centers going. but it is not
nearly enough to operate all of the

United Way

Remodeling, vinyl siding,

C & C Painting, bee esb
mates Cat 753-0884
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors 8
C & D HOME Repairs Call frames with vroodgran for
753 9669
mica all C.01005 Free esb
CHUM Chim Chimney mates Wulff s Recovery
Sweeps has 10% senior Murray 436-5560
citizen discounts We sell LAWN mowing & leat
chimney caps and screens
mulching Coleman Bene
435-4191
hel 759 4564
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices LEES CARPET CLEAN
Wulfts Recovery, Murray ING Carpets furniture
Commercial or residential
436-5560
Free estimates 753 5827
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn LICENSED for electric and
pieta installation and ser gas 753-7203
vice
Call Gary at ROCKY COLSON Home
759-4754
Repair Roofing siding
CUSTOM bulldozing and painting, plumbing con
backhc:e work, septic sys- crete Free estimates Call
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm 474-2307

400 SUNBURY

Spotlight on Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens

The Murray Calloway County
Senior Ciuzens is a very busy
Owned 8 operated United Way agency that touches the
DRYWALL. finishing, re rnoval
by Allan McCallum Pant 8 lives of thousands of people. With
pars. additions and blow Decorating 7591963
two Senior Centers, one in Murray,
'rig ceilings 753 4761
MR Chimney chimney and one in Hazel, there is always
GENERAL Repair plumb cleaner 492 8723
some type of activity going on.
irig, roofing, tree work
The Hazel Senior Center is open
PLUMBING repairman with
436-2642
same day service Call from 9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m with
GENERAL Repair plumb 436 5255
lunch being served every day at
irig, roofing tree work
11:30. The Hazel Center is very
SANDBLASTING trailers
436 2642
!ruchbeds equipment
acuve
in crafts and does several
GERALD WALTERS metal turriture anything
educational and health promotions.
Roofing, vinyl siding paint made of metal prompt ser
The Murray Senior Center is
irig Free estimates 18
vice Call 753-8756
years experience Local re
open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
SHEETROCK finishing. with lunch served at noon. There are
ferences 436 2701
textured ceilings Larry many different activities at the MurHADAWAY Construction
Chrisman 492-8742

CARPET Installation Car
pet 8 innyl commercial 8
residential We install Ber
ber too, Cali 753-2504 ask
for Mike Goforth
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protec•
ton, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hal 7594664

••••••••••

MAKE appointments now

DAVE'S Window Cleaning
is now accepting houses for
the fall Call fix free eso
mate 753-9673

1000 a.m. there is a different
educational program, and on Friday
at 8:30 am. a tremendous country
breakfast is served for only $2.00.
Everyone is welcome!
In addition to the activities al- programs The grant must be
ready menuoned, there is at least matched hy local funds at a rate of
one craft project a month,one lunch .071/2 cents to every federal dollar.
out, and one day trip. Currently The dollars received from the Ununderway is a Line Dancing classon ited Way are used to help make that
Tuesday afternoons at 2:00 p.m. A match.
Support Group for Diabetics will
The United Way also puts the
meet once a month.
Senior Citizen Program in touch
There are also other programs with other non-profit agencies in the
such as the Senior Employment community. This allows all of the
Program that provides training and agencies to coordinate efforts and
assistance in finding employment utilize services, instead of duplicatfor seniors fifty-five and older, who ing them.
The Senior Citizens also benefits
meet income guidelines.
Home-bound seniors are served from the advertising that the United
by the Telephone Reassurance Way does for its agencies. When
Program. Friendly volunteers call United Way promotes itself, it is
home-bound seniors once a day, really promoting every United Way
five days a week to be sure that they agency. The more people know
are okay. This service is available to about the agencies and where their
any senior who needs it. Last year money goes when they donate, the
over four thousand calls were made. more willing they are to help, or
Along with the telephone prog- even spread the word to people in
ram, there is a home visitation need of services.
If you would like more informaprogram. Area Directors pay periodic visits to seniors in their areas tion on the Murray Calloway Senior
to check on them and to stimulate Citizens, please call Eric Kelleher,
them socially with a visit from a Senior Citizens Director, at 753friend. Last year, the number of 0929.

Calloway County School District will receive an Institutional
Conservation Program grant of
$31,251 from the Kentucky Energy Assistance Trust Fund for
energy use improvement to Calloway Caput),'Middle School.
will add'
The salon]
531,252 of its own funds for a
total project cost of $62,503.
These funds will provide the
middle school building with an
energy management system for
automatic control of heating.
cooling and air handling equipment, metal halide lighting in the

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

aistrict

The Institutional Conservation
Program is administered in Kentucky by the Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
Cabinet:.

Kentucky League of Cities
announces new officers
The Kentucky League of CMOs
(CLC)has announced the results of

Officer elections for the 1993-1994
term. The results are as follow:
President Mayor Paul T. Smith,
City of Surkesville; First VicePresident: Mayor David C. Adkisson, City of Owensboro; and Second Vice-President Mayor Tom
Prather, City of Georgetown. The
Immediate Past President of the
League, a non-elected Officer, is
Mayor John W.D. Bowling of Dan-

ville.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry wilt
represent district one on the board.
The officers, who will lead the
51-member KLC Board of Directors and the League as a whole for
the coming year, are mayors who
have served their communities for
many years, making significant and
lasting contributions to citizens and
implementing programs that have
enhanced the overall quality of life
within their communities.

—I
Come pin us at the

3rd Annual Homecoming
Country Ham Breakfast
Oct. 9th 6 a.m.-9 11.111. at Rudy's Restaurant
Sponsosid By

Murray Optimist Club
Tickets may be purchased from any roambor or at Rudy's on Sat.
7

—

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS
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These changes will create an
estimated $22,300 annual sav,ings
in utility costs, which will pay:
off the school district' investment for 17 months. Future savings can benefit other school
needs.
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
Today is Thursday, Oct. 7, the 280th day of 1993. There are 85
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 7, 1777, the second Battle of Saratoga began during the
American Revolution. tie British forces, under General John Burgoyne, surrendered 10 days later.
On ihis.._daie: __ .__
__
e765, the Stamp
In)
Congress convened in New York to draw up
colon' I grievances
t England.
In 1849, author Edgar Allan Poe died in Baltimore at age 40.
In 1868, Cornell University was inaugurated in Ithaca, N.Y.
In 1940, Artie Shaw and his Orchestra recorded Hoagy Carmichael's "Stardust" for RCA Victor,
In 1949, the Republic of East Germany was formed.
In 1954, Marian Anderson became the first black singer hired by
the Metropolitan Opera Company in New York.
In 1960, Democratic presidential candidate John F. Kennedy and
Republican opponent Richard M. Nixon held the second of their
broadcast debates.
In 1963, President Kennedy signed the documents of ratification for
a nuclear test ban treaty with Britaia and the Soviet Union,
In 1968, the Motion Picture Association of America adopted its
film-rating system, ranging from "G" for "general" audiences to
"X" for adult patrons only.
In 1985, Palestinian gunmen hijacked the Italian cruise ship
"Achille Lauro" in the Mediterranean with more than 4(X) people
aboard.
Ten years ago: The Labor Department reported that the nation's
unemployment rate, which included domestically based U.S. military
personnel, had dropped in September by .3 percent to 9.1 percent, the
lowest level in a year and a half.
Five years ago: The Labor Department reported the nation's unemployment rate for September 1988 fell back to July's level of 5.4 percent, after going up to 5.6 percent in August.
One year ago: A secret military tribunal in Peru sentenced Abimacl
Guzman, the mastermind and top leader of the Shining Path guerrilla
movement, to life in prison without parole.
Today's Birthdays: Actress June Allyson is 76. Singer Al Martino is
66. South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu is 62. Singer John Mellencamp is 42. Actress Christopher Norris is 40. Cellist Yo-Yo Ma is
38.
Thought for Today: "History owes its excellency more to the writer's manner than to the material of which it is composed." — Oliver
Goldsmith, British poet, dramatist and author (1728-1774).

Ten years ago
The largest group of golfers in
the tournament's history participated in today's Murray Stale
University Homecoming Golf
Tournament at Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course. Approximately 234 persons participated.
Beth Falwell presented a lesson on "Managing Your Feelings" at a meeting of New Providence Homemakers Club held at
the home of Sylvia Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Newsome
were married for 60 years on
Sept. 25.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Lamb, Sept.
27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Futrell, Oct. I.
Murray State University Racers
beat Morehead State University
Eagles 38 to 0 in a football game
last weekend.
Twenty years ago

motion
he light

Knsta Kennedy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Kennedy,
was crowned as homecoming
queen at Murray -Tnu County
football game at Murray High
School. Her attendants were
Sherry Thornton, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Will D. Thornton, and
Denise Hook, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B.B. Hook. Murray lost
to Trigg by the score of 7 to 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward (Boss)
Thwcatt were married for 60
years on Oct. 4.
Regina Lovett, Ann Erwin,
David Garrison and Ken Harrell,
four freshmen from Murray, have
been elected as class officers at
Murray State University.
Mrs. A.H. Titsworth presented
a slide tour of seven European
countries at a meeting of Chapter
M of P.E.O. Sisterhood held at
the home of Mrs. L.J. Hortin.
Births reported include a bo_y

DEAR ABBY I am employed as
a teller at a local hank that was
recently robbed in broad daylight. It
was a frightening experience Fortunately. the robber was apprehended shortly after the robbery
Since the robbery. I have become
very observant of everyone who
enters the bank, and I believe. I
have some valuable advice for your
readers:
Customers should never make
remarks in Jest to a teller such as,
-Give me your money or I'll blow
your head ow- ti..l ieyt. it or not.
Abby. nearly every bank teller has
experienced it -- some people think
it's funny. Actually it is a crime to
threaten a bank employee in this

manner. All banks have silent
alarm buttons in strategic places to
summon the police immediately.
Please print this. Abby. The general public needs this information
NO NAME PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: Thank you
on behalf of bank personnel
everywhere. Threatening a
teller (even in a joking way) is
the same kind of asinine prank
as telling someone at airport
security that you have a
weapon.(But if that happens at
an airport, the offender is
hauled away — even if the comment was made in jest.)
Apropos banks: I once

DAILY COMICS
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to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Spanks, Sept. 29.
Thirty years ago
Steve Davis, 17, died from
injuries sustained in an automobile accident on New Providence
Road. The accident occurred
about 5 p.m. on Oct. 6.
Hazel Tutt, an employer of
Southern Bell Telephone Company. was named "Business
Woman of Year" for 1963 by the
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Bogard, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Max Lawrence and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Edwards,
Mrs.. J.I. Hosick presented a
program on "History of China" at
a meeting of Murray Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs.
R.W Churchill

Forty years ago
Mrs. Kirk Pool of Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club, attended a meeting of District III of Business and Professional Women's Clubs held at
Pikeville. She is serving as state
new service chairman for BPW
this year.
The Rev. Carl W. Judy, who
recently returned from missionary
work in Korea, will be the featured speaker at Church
Extension -Missionary Institute at
First Methodist Church today.
Other speakers will include the
Rev. B.O. Clark and Walter Lee
Underwood.
Mr. and Mrs. F.D. Mellen of
Starkville, Miss., former residentilt
of Murray when he was professor
of English at Murray State College, were the weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. B.F. Scherffius.

DEAR ABBY
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walked into a bank on Hal- all the hungry children who could
loween. The management be fed with that money.
thought it was a "fun idea" to
It angers me when someone tries,
suggest that the employees to tell me what to do with my hardcome to work dressed in ('os- earned money. My spouse and I
tume — with grotesque masks both in our 40si are childless — by
covering their faces! I couldn't choice. — and we are constantly
believe my eyes. And it being told how "selfish" We are to
occurred to me that in such a —Wave remained childless. We do
situation, one couldn't tell the have pets, however, and we are
staff — or the cops — from the severely criticized for spending
robbers. I couldn't wait to leave. money on our pets' food. veterinary
•
care. etc.
I find it curious that we could
DEAR ABBY- I just read the let- spend a couple of thousand dollars
ter about the person who objected to on a trip abroad — or costly renovaher friend's spending money on a tions on our home ---and everyone
funeral for her dog. She said it would "(Joh and ahh" and complimade her sick when she thought of ment us. But give. a dog a-bowl of
dog food, and you hear about all thee
hungry children in the world we
could have fed instead. And yes, we
do give to charities. too.
I have this to say to all you folks
By GARY LARSON out.there who object to our chosen
lifi.style and how we chose to spend
the money we earn:"Mind your own
business, and please keep your
grubby laises out ofour wallets"'
SPEAKING FOR MANY

reate an

DEAR SPEAKING: Count me
in.

I savings
will pay
invest-

Lure say-

DR. GOTT

school

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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CATHY
I CAN TIN MY WEIRD NEW
MAKEUP tViTH BRADLEY
BECAUSE I HAVE NO INTEREST
IN HIM mifiTSOEVER.
•

II CAN TRY OUT AN KICKY
NEW GLOMS ON MY DATE
WITH BRADLEY BECAUSE I
DON'T CARE WHAT ME THINKS.

4ihr,s1:41,4
11°P;
#1

WHOEVER SAID LIFE ISN'T
A DRESS REHEARSAL
WASN'T SINGLE VERY LONG.

"Listen, Noreen—you wanna be the
photographer next time, be my guest."

•
0

/0

ifiL

I CAN TRY A wACKY NEu) 1
HAIRDO I WOULD NEVER
OTHERWISE WEAR BECAUSE
50 WHAT ?? WHO CARES??
IT'S OW SRA DU !

1
CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TICK.
TICK TICK:TICK
-TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK

TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK

TICK TiCK TICK
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TiCK. IM SICK OF
TI-IIS TICK TICK I
TICK TICK 1-

PEANUTS
WOW ABOUT HALF OF A
PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICH?

I THINK A MUSIC BOX 15
THE MOST ROMANTIC
6iFT THAT A BOY CAN
GIVE TO A GIRL..
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puff up
2 Lasso
3 Near
4 That woman
5 Topic, theme
6 Pie a a —
7 Paid notices

8 Sun god
9 Stern
10 Warms
12 Cook slowly
13 Foot part
16 Wife of
Geraint
19 Cork, e g21 Vegetable
23 More certain
25 Loses color
27 Measure of
weight
29 Equality
31 Vipers
33 Homily
34 Gentle
36 Concurred
37 Junctures
39 Tidy
41 Crowd:
mem
43 Remainder
44 Disturbance
47 Equality
48 Nelther
51 -O'Neal ID
53 Tantsium
symbol

NEWsPAI ER ENTERPRISE ASSN

.•
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1 Explosion
6 "Upstairs,
Downstairs"
star
11 Woodworking
machines
13 Salt of
iodic acid
14 ConiunctIon
15 Stretches
Out
17 Sun god
18 Three-toed
sloths
20 Taut
21 Fruit seed
22 Makes lace
24 Humorist
25 Moccasins
26 Race track
habitue
28 Leave
30 Malay canoe
32 Cronies

coiloq.
33 Squanders
35 Rockfish
37 Prophet
38 — Ameone
40 Deep single
breath
42 Do wrong
43 Direct
attention
45 in favor of
46 Early morn
47 Have
reference
49 Teutonic
deity
50 Bog
52 Sounded a
horn
54 Expel air
forcibly
through nose
55 Barter

DEAR DR (;OTT Last year my
husband experienced lower back pain
that radiated to the right leg Other
symptoms were swelling, foot discol
oration, weakened muscles, loss of
reflex action and foot drop He was
admitted to hospital for a week of
extensive testing that included chest
and spine films. abdominal ('T scan.
CT of the lumbar spine and more
At this writing, he is still in pain,
while under the care of a neurologist
Are there further tests to determine
the cause of the nerve inflammation.
(Cr have we done it all'.
DEAR READER: From your brief
description. I conclude that your bus
band is suffering from sciatica, a
painful affliction that is often caused
by a pinched nerve in the lower back
Herniated discs commonly lead to sci
atica when the material between the
vertebral bones slips out of position
and compresses a nerve Initial symp
toms include pain in the buttock and
oneleg
However. as the damage to the
nerve progresses as it frequently
weakness and loss
does With time
of reflexes can occur This is a serious
complication; if pressure, is 'not
removed from the nerve, permanent
damage may result, with persisting
weakness, a foot drop linability to
i.ytend the foot), and a handicap
Discoloration and swelling, which do
not ordinarily accompany this condi
lion. could be caused by edema or
phlebitis. two common complications
of marked inactivity
Your husband certainly has had a
caboodle of tests, one of which ithe
('T scan of the lumbar spinet should
have shown the herniated disc I'm
surprised that it did not
Nevertheless. I'm still suspicious that
some spinal abnormality is at the root
of his problem. Therefore. I reeom
mend that he see a neurosurgeon and
consider having either an MW scan fa
test using electromagnetic nerves to
delineate structures in the spine) or a
myelogram ca more complicated X
ray examination). There's more to be
done to pinpoint and treat your husband's affliction.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Managing Chronic Pain "
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 plus a long, selfaddressed. stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2433, New Yorit, NY 10163 Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR (;OTT For the past
year or so. I've been plagued with a
coated tongue that is sometimes
white, gray or even brown I brush my
tongue every morning almost to the
point of drawing blood, but by midmorning it is partially coated, and by
mid.afternoon, it is completely coated.
I'm a smoker and denture-wearer and
drink both coffee and tea, all of which
I have done for years How can I get
rid of this disgusting problem?
DEAR READER Stop smoking.
drinking coffee and consuming tea
Then see your dentist You may have
a low grade tongue infection, which is
worsened by the very factors you
mention The dentist can advise you
further.
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Thomas F. Hendon

Mrs. Nova Gobel McClure Williams
V. '

Mrs. Nova Gobel McClure Williams, 93, of Murray died
Wednesday at 6:45 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
The widow of J.W. Williams, she was a member of University Church of Christ.
Born Nov. 2. 1899, in Graves County, she was the daughter
of the late J.L. McClure and Feiner Lee Russell McClure.
Survivors include one son, Wayne Williams and wife, Lilly,
Murray; two granddaughters, Mrs. Evelyn Wallis and husband,
Kim, and Mrs. Joann Mathis and husband, Gary. Murray; one
grandson, Ernest Williams and wife, Patricia. Louisville; eight
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mount Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
1Thursday).

Robert Lee Street
Graveside services for Robert Lee Street will be Friday at 3
p.m. at Elm Grove Cemetery in Calloway County. Dr. Greg
Earwood will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 1:30
to 2:30 p.m. on Friday.
Expressions of sympathy should be made to the Hospice
l'rogram.
Mr. Street, 55, of North Palm Beach, Fla., formerly of Murray, died Sunday at 10:16 p.m. at the Hospice of Palm Beach
County facility. His death followed an extended illness.
Born Oct. 5, 1937, in Calloway County, he :was the son of
the late Oscar Street and Hilda Hodges Street.
He was a member of First Baptist Church of Murray and a
1960 Murray .State University graduate. He was employed as an
engineer for Pratt and Whitney Company.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sharon Street, to whom he
had been married for 34 years; one daughter, Mrs. Denise
Leigh Benson and husband, John Douglas, Sunrise, Fla.; one
son, Brett Lee Street and wife, Lynda BehlMg, North Palm
Beach, Fla.; two grandchildren, Mary Elizabeth Benson and
Chase Trenton Street; one sister, Mrs. Mary Martha Cagle and
husband, Clcatus, Deerfield Beach, Fla.; his parents-in-law. Bonnye and Roe Wilkins, two brothers-in-law, John N. Wilkins and
wife, Sally, and Bruce R. Wilkins and wife, Lynn, all of Padu..ah; five nephews and one niece.

Rev. H.D. Knight
The fuller:al for the Rev. H.D. Knight is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rev. Paul
Hall, the Rev. Leslie Baumgardner, the Rev.-. Clifton Dexter and
thr Rev. J.R. Bruce will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hebron Cemetery in Lyon County.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of gift. to Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children.
The Rev. Knight, 82, Princeton, died Tuesday at 5 a.m. at
Caldwell County Hospital. He was a retired Baptist minister.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Peek Knight; five
sons, Wednell Knight, Cecil Knight and Dennis Knight, Princeton, Van Knight, Fredonia, and Dan Knight, Star, Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs. Grace Peek and Mrs. Dorothy Bailey, Lyon County; two brothers, Chester Knight and Roy Knight, Salem; 15
grandchildren; several great-grandchildren; several nieces and
Nephews.

Services for Thomas F. Hendon will be Friday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral home. The Rev. R.J.
Burpoe will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Donnie B. Grubbs, John Loftus, Donnie
Winchester, Noble Bray, Bob Rowland and Mark Ferguson. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Hendon, 84, of Rt. 5, Murray, died Wednesday at 7:15
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired as a rural mail carrier for the Post Office
Department after serving for 16 years. He also was retired from
Kentucky Highway Department.
Born Oct. 25, 1908, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late James Thomas Hendon and Annie Bell Hamlin Hendon.
Also preceding him in death were one son, Tommy Hendon,
and one stepson, Eddie Rowland.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Clara Nadine Rowland Hendon, to whom he was married on Feb. 11, 1956; one daughter,
Brenda Stallings and fiance, Jimmy Thompson, New Concord;
one stepson, Darrell Rowland and wife, Patsy, Hamlin; one
brother, John R. Hendon and wife, Evon, Rt. 5. Murray; six
grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; three great-grandchildren;
five stepgreat-grandchildren; one niece; two great-nephews.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Hilliard Lyons
• Court Square
Murrav,kY 4207 1
(502) 753-3366
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Red Wing Boots 1-1
Wing Boots 1
ce
Plans underway for ,Red
Operation Overnight (7) Red Wing Boots g
01i Red Wing Boots 51
c!. Red Wing Boots c;
=cn Factory Discount .'k
cen
Main Street Youth Center,
along with several area churches,.
has started planning for Operation Overnight '93.
Operation Overnight is a drug
free, alcohol free New_ Year's
Eve party for junior high and
senior high students.
Attendance for the 1992 Oper-

HOW TO
RUED 55.

anon Overnight was over 200.
This year attendance is projected
to be over 300. Because of the
large number expected, planning
must be underway now to insure
that everyone attending has a
safe, fun New Year's Eve.
The steering committee for
Operation Overnight '93 met on
Oct. 4. A full meeting of everyone interested in helping with the
project will be held Monday, Oct.
18, in the back dining room at
Pagliai's.
Linda Lester, project coordinator for Main Street, said "Our
community has a proven track
record that it wants the hest for
its youth. Operation Overnight is
Just one example of how this
community works together to
offer quality, beneficial events
for your young people."
Lester encourages all church
and civic groups that are interested in helping with Operation
Overnight to attend the meeting
on Monday. Oct. 18.

HOG MARKET

One Wilson (Junior) Kuykendall Jr.
Final rites for Orit Wilson (Junior) Kuykendall Jr. were
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Jimmy Allison and the Rev. Randy Kuykendall officiated.
Pallbearers were Freddie Orr, Rickie OR, Gary Fletcher, Jimmy Spann, Jack Bruce and Al Beecham. Burial was in Paschall
Cemetery at Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. Kuykendall Jr., 59, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn., died Monday at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Atwood Kuykendall;
three sons, Steve Kuykendall and Keith Kuykendall, Paris, and
the Rev. Randall (Randy) Kuykendall, Murray; six grandchildren,
Sarah, David, Roman, Tyler, Matthew and Clay Kuykendall; •
four sisters, Mrs. Lottie Orr, Mrs. Oyna Orr, Mrs. Bernice
Fletcher and Sylvia Kuykendall, Puryear.
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Regular exercise and
a low-fat, low-cholesterol
diet reduce your risk
of heart disease. It's
preventive maintenance
that could add extra
mileage to your heart.
Call 1-8(X)-AHATSA1.
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IT'S JUST RUMOR
We Are Not Closing
Come Play BINGO
Saturday Night
Buy One Pack
Get One Free
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715 EAST BDWY
MAYFIELD, KY
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Long Life - Reg. 16.99

Swivel Head

Flood Lite

Blazing Torch

GREY'S

PROPERTIES

THE
FIRST
NAME
IN
REAL
ESTATE

MLS 05230...Complete makeover in '89
with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, butler's pantry,
tiled mud rm., executive master bath, 2
decks & 2-car garage on 2 + acres.

304A North 12th •(502) 759-2001

MLS #5261...Delightful 3 bedroom home
perfect for let time buyers or retirees.
Spacious backyard can be enjoyed from
shaded deck. Brick exterior.

MLS #4859.. Where can you find a home in
Murray on corner lot under $30,000? Shows
pride of ownership and stain glass window
brings back memories.

1#r
New
Starting
At

American
Unfinished

•4,
r
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\

895

New
Shipment

VW'

5829

Real Wood &
Covered Bath

Reg. 90.00
Ryobi DS 1000

Paneling

Detail Sander

MIS 05229...2 MBHMS neatly joined
together on 1 acre corner lot. 4 Bedrooms,3
storage areas, carport and plenty of fruit
and shade trees.

MIS #5126 ..Grow your own veggies on this
10 acre farm. 3 Bedroom,2 bath home is so
neat, large master bedroom. Out building
makes great workshop. Fruit trees in back!

MLS #5129...Attention investors or folks
who want to live and renta floor.3bedroom,
1 bath up with new carpet,vinyl and ceiling.
Unit down to be completed for renting.

MLS #5278..A rare find! Lovely 4 bedroom,
2 bath with investment potential of four
bottrders already in the basement. Tiled
bathrooms up and two living areas.

Treas Lumber Do-it center
Open
7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
, 759-1390

INICIDVE

investment Company iStaao 111414
Mon.-Frt. 7304; Sat. 84; Sun. 14
Murray Store Only - Other Locations - Benton and Lake City
Your Home
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